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Petition tries to raise Ohio minimum wage
By Addie Curlis
REPORTER

Working a full day for $5.15 barely
fills up a gas tank nowadays.
With gas prices ranging from
$2.89 in BowlingGreen loToledo's
$3.08, Ohio's current average price
is $2.96 according to the AAA Web
site. Therefore, the majority of a
minimum wage worker's paycheck goes toward gas.
Working for minimum wage
isn't a long-term plan for sophomore Lauren Schumacher, who

has been working for minimum
wage for the last seven months
at the Office of Registration
and Records.
"Working for minimum wage
works for me now, but I couldn't
imagine working for minimum
wage over a long period of time,"
she said. "An increase would
not only help with my student
expenses, but help the people
who are just now getting jobs."
Currently, the proposal of raising minimum wage in Ohio is

"This is trying to help bring people above
where they are..."
IAN 1AMES. PETITION ORGANIZER

known as an initiative petition
and is being circulated through
each count)' in the state for signatures. The petition could get
a minimum wage raise onto the
November ballot, leaving Ohio
voters to make the decision
about whether to raise the wage.

The petitioning started because
Ohio residents are seeking a living wage, petition coordinator
Ian lames said.
"This is trying to help bring
people above where they are
and help thein live a better life in
which they can afford food and

clothing," lames said.

1 le added that it is hard to live
a decent life from a minimum
wage job.
Ohio's minimum wage jumped
from $4.25 to the federal rate of
S5.15 on June 30. Some Ohioans
are looking to raise that again to
$6.85, after seeing that Michigan's
minimum wage will increase
to $6.95 in October, which was
Michigan's first minimum wage
increase in nine years.
According lames, the pro-

Hacking Campus

Terrorists
target India
trains and
commuters

posed amendment would mandate increasing the state minimum wage from $5.15 an hour to
$6.85, with adjustments annually
thereafter.
Democratic petitioners have
been walking through downtown
Bowling Green in hopes of getting enough signatures to influence this proposal.
However, they wrould not comment on their progress or the
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Debate over
individual
rights, Ohio's
security act

By Ramola lalwar Badam

By lane King

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

REPORTER

BOMBAY, India — Eight bombs
exploded in first-class compartments of packed Bombay commuter trains yesterday, killing 147
people and wounding hundreds
in awcll-coordinated terrorattack
on the heart of a city that embodies India's global ambitions.
Suspicion quickly fell on
Kashmiri militants who have
repeatedly carried out nearly
simultaneous explosions in
attacks on Indian cities, including bombings last year at three
markets in New Delhi.
Pakistan, India's rival over the
disputed territory of Kashmir,
quickly condemned yesterday's
bombings. Even so, India alleges
that Pakistan supports the
Muslim militants, and analysts
said a Kashmiri link to the blasts
could slow — or perhaps even
derail — a peace process that
has gained momentum between
the nuclear rivals over the past
several years
Indian
Prime
Minister
Manmohan Singh said "terrorists" were behind the attacks,
which he called "shocking and
cowardly attempts to spread a
feeling of fear and terror among
our citizens."
Security was tightened in cities around the world from New
Delhi to New York after the eight
blasts, which struck seven trains
within minutes of each other during the early evening rush hour.
The bombings appeared timed
to inflict maximum carnage in
this bustling Arabian Sea port of
16 million, more than 6 million
of whom ride the crowded rail
network daily.
Emergency crews struggled to
treat survivors and recover the
dead in the wreckage during
monsoon downpours, and the
effort stretched into the night.
Survivors clutched bandages to
their heads and faces, and some
frantically tried to use their cell
phones. Luggage and debris were
spattered with blood.
The mobile phone network
collapsed, adding to the sense of
panic across the city. With train
services down until midnight,
thousands of people were stranded without any way of reaching
their families.
There was no immediate
indication if suicide bombers
were involved. Police inspector
Ramesh Sawant said most of the
victims suffered head and chest
injuries, leading authorities to
believe the bombs were placed in
overhead luggage racks.
The Press Trust of India, citing railway officials, said all the

It is now a crime for individuals
to refuse to disclose their ixTsonal
information to a police officer If the
officer suspects thai the person is
committing a iTime, has committed a crime, is about to commit a
crime or has witnessed criminal
activity rhta is a result from the
passage of Senate Bill 9, also known
as Ohio's version of the I lomeland
Security Act, which went into effect
April 14,2006.
The specific ixTvmal information referred to in the bill includes
name, address and birth date.
The penalty for refusing to follow die new law is a fourth-degree
misdemeanor, which results in a
maximum of 30 days in jail or up to
S250 in fines.
Lt Brad Hiller of the City Police
Department, said S.B.9 is related to
the prevention ol terrorism.
"its my understanding that that's
the focus of what the law's about."
he said. "If there's a set of circumstances that suggest that a person
ma) lx' Involved in terrorist activity,
then I think it's a matter of security
of the nation that it's reasonable for
us to be able to find out who those
people are."
I Iowever, some students said it
takes away theii individual rights
The law takes away rights
instilled within Miranda. When
a person is being accused of participating within criminal activity, Miranda gives that person an
opportunity to seek legal counsel
and advice prior to answering
any questions, including the basic
demographics of a person," said
Ashleigh Nye. University senior and
political science major.
However, according to Biller,
S.B.9 is not at all related to our
Miranda rights as Miranda rights
arc specific for suspects already
in custody.
"The law that we're talking about
has given some authority to law
enforcement to he able to demand
of people their identity," he said
law enforcement officials must
have reasonable suspicion or probable cause to inquire about an individual's identity.
However, with probable cause,
officers haw more reason to request
an individual's information as well
as die right to arrest the individual
for a specific criminal offense.
"This |S.R9| has given us the
opportunity that if we have reasonable suspicion dial someone is
committing an offense, it gives us
some more leverage in demanding
of them dieir identity without having to put together all that probable
cause," Biller said.
Assistant Dean of Students,
Michael Ginshurg also lias some
concerns about the new law, too

Illustrated By Duke Miller

University takes preventative measures to protect against data theft
By Jessica Zamatripa
REPORIER

Network and virus protection; firewalls; passwords; and
secure IDs are just a few of the
tilings the University has put
into place to protect data that
may have sensitive information. This should be good news
for students and faculty alike
with recent computer hackings and information theft at
Ohio University.
Five reports of data theft from
Ohio University school com-

puters has put the private data
of more than 173,000 people
at risk of being stolen since
March 2005, according to the
Associated Press.
Two alumni have brought a
lawsuit against OU because of
these thefts. The lawsuit is seeking credit monitoring services
and compensation for those
affected by the thefts.
Bowling
Green
State
University has taken a very
strong approach in the protection of its own information

for the past six or seven years,
according to Toby Singer, executive director of Information
Technology Services.
"We have been proactive in
protecting information instead
of reacting," he said.
I Iowever, trying to stay ahead
of threats does not make the
information — like Social
Security numbers, addresses
and phone numbers — invincible even to minor threats.
Since February, the University
has suffered only from minor

threats like viruses and worms,
and even before this year the
University has had no major
threats or attacks. Singer said.
Access contml lists and full
disk encryption could be put
into place to protect sensitive
information. Access control
lists would provide access to
information based on one's role
within the University structure,
according to Matt Haschak, an
information security analyst
PROTECTION, PAGE 6
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FOUR-DAY FORECAST
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Senate Bill 9 to
heat discussion
among voters
SECURITY. FROM PAGE 1

"1 don't think many students arc
aware about this new law and my
concern is Iwvv broad it reads in
trams of an officer suspecting that
criminal activity just occurred or is
about to occur hesaid. Although I
trust officers, how do they know:'"
The University's Chief of Police,
lim Ulegand. said that some things
in the law are going lobe difficult to
work with.
"If someone is standing outside
a bank with a bulge in their waste
land and a ski mask then chances
are they're going to nib the bank."
hesaid
Another concern some have
about the bill is the punishment
for refusing to give their personal
identity.
Nye thinks the punishment of
a fourth-degree misdemeanor is
too extreme.
"Hie idea that law enticement
officers can approach a |X'rson
and ask for their identity when that
person has not even committed
a crime can lead to artiitrariness
and negligence" she Said, (living
officers a chance to pre-dctennine
a person's actions is unfair, creating
injustice in the community"
But tlie intentions of the new law
are not to infringe on the individual's right to privacy but rather to
give officers a way to obtain information thai could potentially help
lead to the conclusion ol specific
cases, according to Biller.
"I've asked an awful lot of people an awful lot ol questions ovvr
tile course of my career mid have
obtained lots of personal inlhrmarion as it relates to identity and the
majority of that never got used for
anything," he said
But without having gotten it
when police asked for it, it causes
them to spend a lot of extra time
trying to obtain that necessary
Information.
Billet said the passing of S.B.H
will be a significant benefit to the
community as law enforcement
officials will cut liack on spending
time obtaining information that
can lulp benefit the whole.
I see how people think that
IS.B.9I would lie an intrusion.
but in the big scheme of tilings.
peoples personal information is
more available to those in marketing concerns for companies thai
it is for law enforcement* he said
"If you're willing to let marketing
people have your Information
and you don't have something
to hide, then I ram imagine whv
you would be reluctant to give it to
law enforcement"
While there haw not yel been
any incidents where the new law
has Ixvn iui|>osed. students need
to Ix? aware of it. With it recently
in effect, the representatives al the
Office of Student life's main goal is
to Ix.' proactive andget the word out
to students, according to (linsburg.

Livable wage demonstrators march Columbus
WAGES, FROM PAGE 1

amount of signatures received
The petitions will continue
through the end of July.
According to lames, Ohio
already has over minimum ol
323,000 names on the list. The
petition lists ■lOO.OOO signatures
and organizers think Ohio is
well on schedule for the Aug. !>
petition deadline.
"Now that we have met the
requirement we are woddrig on
a buller to ensure our chances
at election." lames said.
Sponsoring
the
initiative petition are the AH.-CIO,
c.i. Piendss out of Cleveland
and ACORN Ohio, which is a
community service organization representing low income
workers. These organizations
held rallies in Cincinnati and
(lohimbus over the weekend.
Director of Government
Relations for the Al I -CIO lim
liurga said lohn Edwards wain
ed to return to Ohio to help with
the raising of minimum wage

"We hosted a rally with
I dw.irds to enhance publicity and to get folks revved up in
the last :i(l days of the petition,"
Buigasaid
According to lames, lens of
thousands of the signatures
tire being ruled invalid because
they were illegible, they listed
the wrong address or the signer
was not a registered voter
lie said they will not know
until after the filing process how

many were nilcd valid.
"Our plan is to keep getting
signatures.'' lie said. "Ovei the
next four weeks there will Ix'
a lot more opportunity to get
names between all the parades
and lairs going on."
Signatures from each county
in Ohio will Ix' gathered at the
end ol the month for tin
H deadline. Iliev will then he
filed with the seaetat] of state,
who will make the decision ol
whether the appropriate number of signatures was met
The Hoards ol l-lei lions will
help decide how many valid signatures then1 are ami will llu'n
be sent back to the secretary^
office announcing whether the
state has met the leouiremeni
of 5 percent from 44 counties,
With the help of the Ballot
Board, the Secretary of State
will then provide the ballot with
a number, working on ,i first
(inne. liisi serve basis
II all goes well With the minimum wage proposal, it will
share the ballot with a smnk
iug ban and the Ohio Learn
and lam scholarship proposal
in November,
Veurding to lames, mail)
people's lives could change il
this proposal gels approved.
lull-time workers earning
minimum wage could initially
make an extra $3,700a year with
this increase
"The signature drive is going
extraordinarily well, and when it
(limes to the November ballot,

Kiichiro Sato AP Photo
ATTENDING A PROTEST: Sen. Hillary Clinton, right. D-N.Y., right, hugs
Maria Polanco, of New York. July 10, 2006, at OSU..

3000 GATHER TO PROTEST: Marchers carry signs in Columbus, Ohio, on July 10.
for a higher minimum wage.

there will be a lot more discusEACH STATE'S MINIMUM WAGE RATE
sion aboui it," he said
With efforts to increase the ledetal minimum wage, many ol the 50
With
any
governstales are looking to raise their own rales. Here's a look at where all the
ment action, there conies
stales stand as of right now. You'll notice that the rates range from as
contradiction.
low as $2.65 in Kansas to as high as $7.63 in Washington.
Opponents are concerned
thai Increasing the wage could
State
Dollars
State
Dollars
in fad COS! people their jobs.
$5.15
Montana:
None
Alabama:
some small business owners
$5.15
Nebraska:
$7.15
Alaska:
said the wage increase would
$5.15
Nevada:
None
Arizona:
force them to fire employees,
$5.15
New Hampshire:
$5.15
Arkansas:
Manager
ol
Campus
Polfyeves ladde Panning is
$6.15
New lersey:
$6.75
California:
concerned about the possible
$5.15
New Mexico:
$5.15
Colorado:
increase in minimum wage.
New York:
$6.75
$7.40
Connecticut:
"Our prices will have to go
$5.15
North Carolina:
$6.15
Delaware:
up in indei lo compensate for
$5.15
North Dakota:
$/.00
D.C.:
the i,lise in minimum wage."
$5.15
Ohio:
$6.40
Florida:
Panning said, "lilts not only
$5.15
Oklahoma:
Georgia:
$5.15
linns us ,is ,i home grown
Hawaii:
$7.50
Oregon:
$6.75
shop, but buns the custom$5.15
Pennsylvania:
$5.15
Idaho:
ers because the) will have to
$7.10
Rhode Island:
Illinois:
$6.50
pay more."
South Carolina:
Indiana:
None
$5.15
Wal-Mart has also backed
$5.15
South Dakota:
$5.15
Iowa:
out on their support lor raisNone
Kansas:
Tennessee:
$265
ing the federal minimum
$5.15
Texas:
$5.15
Kentucky:
wage. Ihev have chosen .1
$5.15
Utah:
None
Louisiana:
neutral stance in the matter,
Vermont:
Maine:
$7.25
$6.50
one where the) .tie not lobbyMaryland:
$6.15
Virginia:
$5.15
ing against the matter, but not
Massachusetts:
$6.75
Washington:
$7.63
lullv supporting il either,
Michigan:
$5.15
West Virginia:
$5.15
I low ever, lames hiiiev eS the
Minnesota:
$6 15
Wisconsin:
$5.70
people and businesses thai are
Mississippi:
Wyoming:
None
$5.15
against the proposal do not
Missouri:
understand thegravit) ot it,
$5.15
"It's incredibly diliu tilt
in live a good life making
$10,000 a year and raising two Source: AH CO
children.'' lames said.
According to Buiga. there raising minimum wage on llieii
sen. Edward Kenned) and Hep
has been no public vocaliza- own. Uniquely Washington and George MDJei are sponsoring die
tion oi disapproving with this Oregon's rates are indexed to
Ian MinimumWage Ac I.
petition However, he is sine Inflation and are being adjusted
Spokesman loin kilcv lot Miller
dial il it is on the ballot in every fan, I.
said Republican leaders rejectstates' minimum wage rates ed the bill from going through
the Fall, there will be plenty
ol opposition.
range from Kansas at $2.65 to the I louse.
There isalsoabillincircula
"We aren't quite sure what will
Washington^ employees receivtion to raise die federal mini- ing $7.63.
happen next, but Democrats
while as percent ol businesses would like lo see the bill make it
mum wage from $5.1 i
in Kansas pay the federal rale of lo the I louse." Kilev Slid.
ova the next two ye
Several other states have $5.15, it still has the lowest state
Editor's Note: The Associated
already addressed the issue of minimum wage on record
Press contributed io this report.

Snake escaped, but
hasn't been found
ByMattEntrup
B[

p: t

I Ins lone a boa eonstiieloi
was seen behind the Arbors ol
itmviing Green housing complex bill it has been over a
month since the lasi sighting.
According to the police report
the snake is eight feel long and
four inches in diameter.
Animal Control searched the
premises on al least lour IK ca
sions but they were unable lo
locate the snake.
Itesidents said they have not
seen any sign ol the snake and
I march, to the beat ol a different drummer I see a glass as hall lull. I live tile to the fullest, that's why
UPS works for me. the hours are great, the pay helps me make ends meet. And with weekends oil,
I have plenty ot lime to enjoy tile UPS lets me be me.

Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight* 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.

The UPS
EARN .NO
LEARN
Program

Get up to

$23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

Part-Time Package Handlers
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r Properties

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www pretetredproporli9iCO.com
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pets allowed
See our websilo or
call for more detail!

•S8.50-S9.50/hi, with Increases of 50C after 90 days 6 50C at one year
•Excellent Benefits (Medical/Denlal/Vision/life & 401K)
•Paid Vacations
•Weekends 6 Holidays Off
•Weekly Paycheck

■
CHEAT

Apply online at:
www.upsjobs.com
Foi more information, call UPS at: 419 891-6820
UPS, 1550 Holland Rd, Maumee, OH 43537

many of them wouldn't have
ever known of its presence had
they not gotten notification
from management warning
them to keep an eye on small
children and pels.
Animal Control Officer Tom
Sieving said if the snake were
slill in the area it would have
been seen sunning itself.
"That apartment complex
is an active area and someone
would have reported it to us
by now.'' he said. "My guess of
what happened is that the snake
ni aped from owners ... who

^^

AFfORDABU
RATES!

UPS is an cqinl opportunity employer
M/F/O/V.
'PioRram guidelines apply.

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

k.
•MlMMrsjiM CHF.RRYW00D

HEALTH SPA

• Indoor Healid foil

MEMBERINIP

:*"^"""•'•'
iquipment

■iimieieto -Son

OTPKI HOURS
Mon-Fri:8l2& 14:30 Sati IOJ
530 S MopUSl 41*-3S3-*37«
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

7777fi

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 I. Woostet. Bowling Green. OH

These Bowling Green
businesses WELCOME
all new students and
their parents!
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Do Your Shopping With Us!
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Buy One Entree,

Get One

Models
Now
Open

Preferred
Properties Co.

»

Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. #7b
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

(419)353-5800
www.meccabg.com

AL-MAR LANES

aJZHL*

Bfumwrck Auio Scoters

All Units Newly Updated

Os SpoMs Bat 6. Gull

• PiedmoAt Apts
• Birchwood Apts
• 1 Bedroom & Efficiencies* Houses and Duplexes
• Fox Run
• and many more options
Stop in at 530 S Maple, in BG 352-9378
Mon-Fri:8 12 & 1-4 30 Sat: 10-2

BC-UI6M

Kosnsic Bowling Fti & Sat 9pf
Complete Pto Shop CeMifn d
Owned & Operated by Bitl A

©

Home of the famous
Brown Jug Steak Dinner

1010 N. Main Bowllnq Gipen
<419>352-46»7 . wwwalmailanei.com

«3

"weputth.aowtl*GbJik<n60wuN&GMlN

Thayer Chevrolet - Toyota - Scion
omes t/.'u to 'JVMW,HIJ ijr.vn

O

I 19 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, oil 43402
419-352-5895

Service Excellence Award) Winner

Open foe dinner ,u 5 p.in
Mini thru S.u
Shuttle Service,
iwing and Rental
Depart
HISTORIC

Apartment Rentals
Storage

Cenuine CM &
Toyota Part*. Daily
Deliveries on
Special Orders.
Shop out pnersFREE quot

16)

<2EEE>
(Acioss liom the
Coca Cola Plant)

D0WNI0WN

We service all GM and Lexus vehicles
Retail, 20 + Restaurants & More!
Ottering Historic & Architecture Tours
Complimentary Downtown Directories

Located at 1' 1 Railroad Street - Behind T/yles ^izza Pua
Extra Large Washers and Dryers - Card System - ATM
TVs - Pool Table - Air Hockey - Vegatouch Video Game
Open 24-7
Snack. Soda & Soap Vending
Security Cameras

www. LMARIES.com

•sss©

©

Cards for all ta\tt
jno'occff*srbnsr'
Cilt.
Bi I loo II.
Boolti

Page by Pat
Pag* Bookstore

Cl.dl
K1.K10. A

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 9AM-7PM SUN. I2PM-5PM

419-354-2402
840 S. MAIN ST. BC (NEXT TO BIC LOTS)

BOWLING
GREEN

Thayer Chevrolet
20O6 Cobalt Meet »oui New Rid*
ThayeKhevy.com

Site to Purchase 'Downtown Dollars The Downtown Gilt Certificate
for More Information Call 419 JS4 4JH
Email' downtown.twcnet.org
Visit; www.downtownbqooW orq

We II Be There.

illQ 3C5 C7C1
419-aS?JO/9l

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com

Howling dree

1234 N. M.iin SI. IRt.251 Bowling Green
FREE Shuttle North Rome from Campus Mon-Fri
4.19-354-4447
wtnv.wooclUiiidli'.ctiin

l^Tj^T^S^^LK jT Jl
Get Your BGSU Wear and
All your Summer Stuff for $7.98 or Less!
.
• LOCATED m THE WOODLAND MALL •

NEWESTapartments
|| THE ENCLAVE fSil

®

fi

H77 81iM>802

Parents, surprise your students!
OKDKK ONI.INK at KlotzFlorist.COm

1-800-353-8351 82?

„ Imll-.-tiis. plalltv .V l
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUorer.VQ.ror

OPINION

"Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has."
Margaret Mead
llKjr;s.u'Jiiii:idv.iii:l

STAITKNTORIAI.

ii<,

M:\VSSIAI I

Looking for a good time in BG
Moving lo a new town can be lx>ll>
exciting and overwhelming Even
small town Howling Green can be
intimidating to young freshmen
and being unaware of all the city's
attractions only further hinders
the settling in process.
For the past month, llic
BG News has been running
our "Places" series in the Pulse
section. The pirqiose of the categories, which included Places
to Play, Places to Study, Places to
Eat and I lidden Places, is to not
only encourage future students

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the places in
Bowling Green are suitable for
college students? Send an email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.
to experience everything that
Bowling Green has to offer, but
also to promote local businesses
and keep die University connected to die community.

Some might say that Bowling is a sandy beach, located on South ing the wanner months," she said.
"I just wish I would have known
Dixie I lighway, just past Route 6.
Green is nothing more than a
"It is like Spring Break all the time about the trail eariier in my career
coni-feeding, cow-tipping, tractor-pulling and boring town. But in Bowling Green," Manenies said. here at BG."
An event that stayed hidden
die trudi is diat many people don't "It's a good place to get away from
take die time to discover the best the town and throw back a couple from Opinion Editor Emily Rippe
until her lunior year is Uptown's
kept secrets that arc not visible at with your buddies."
In addition, die Slippery I Jin 80s Night. She was aware that the
first glance.
bike trail remained a secret to club hosted themed dance nights,
Some BG News staffers have
recently discovered their own Managing Editor Kara Ohngrcn but did not know that what she
until her Senior year. Now she perceived as good music was actufavorite places in town.
larod Manenies, Hash Editor, frequents the path, located off of ally played on Monday nights.
"I'm not a big club fan because
only discovered the pleasures of Sand Itidge. at least once a week.
"It's such a great, secluded place of the strangers who like to bump
die quarry during his "first senior
year at Bowling Green. The quarry to run, Hollerblade and bike dur- and grind, but 80s Nigh! is differ-

ent," Rippe said "80s Night draws
die type of crowd I like to hang
out with, plays the music I listen
to, offers free pool tables and sells
really cheap drinks."
It may have taken several of die
staff members a while to realize
these places existed, we hope diat
dlis series will help our readers
realize there's more to Bowling
Green than what meets the eye.
Before you complain, take the
lime to explore your surroundings
because you never know what you
might find.

United States should stop
PEOPLE Try to respect the
acting like a puppet master ON THE STREET English language
ERIN
WETHERN
Opinion Columnist
The United Stales has a long
history of blood on our hands.
Our foreign policy record is
abysmal.
We mess around in other
countries' business, which has
caused millions of innocent
deaths over the decades, all
for the purpose of our own
advancement.
In the early 1960s, the people
of the Democratic Republic
of Congo held their first ever
election and elected Patrice
Lumumba to the office of
Prime Minister.
The U.S. didn't like the people's choice, so they sponsored
a violent, bloody takeover and
installed loseph Mobutu as
leader.
Mobutu harshly lead his
country along a path of illness
and poverty,
The (longO episode is just
one example of a long history
of entangling ourselves in the
running of other countries.
We sponsor wars, train vigilantes and then gel mad when

they turn against us.
We remove leaders of sovereign nations when they disagree with our policies.
One famous example is from
the 1960s. I in- < 1A repeatedly

hatched plans to assassinate
Fidel Castro.
In other words, we sponsored terrorism in another
country.
I think the United States
needs to make a triumphant
return to isolationism.
It is not our job to police the
rest of the world, and in all
honesty, the rest of the world
doesn't appreciate it that much,
if at all.
In fact, most countries are
quite resentful of our big brother mentality.
During the recent World
(lup tournament, 1 sat at work
watching the game where the
U.S. was eliminated.
While 1 was disappointed
thai our team didn't make it
further (maybe I had a bit of
a crush on that sexy forward
McBridel, my friend and I
joked about how the rest of the
world loved being able lo beat
us in something.
While they may not be able
to create defense programs
without us breathing down
their necks, they can kick our
snooty American butts on the
soccer field.
I cannot say that I blame
the rest of I he world for bei ng
resenlful of America's foreign
policy blunders.
We treat smaller countries as
if they are our puppets, and we
are the fickle puppet master.
I low would we react if some-

one assassinated our democratically elected president,
only to install a tyrant in his or
her place?
I know that that would not sit
well with me.
This is not lo say thai there
should not be a sort of police
force lo protect developing
countries from tribal wars and
leaders who seem lo be on the
verge of insanity.
But it should be the job of the
United Nations, not the United
Slates.
When the UN takes the role
of big brother, it ensures that .
the best interests of each individual country are met.
When the U.S. pushes other
countries around, it does nothing more than ensure thai the
needs of the U.S. are met, usually at the expense of whomever we are trying lo help.
In short, we need lo fix the
problems we caused and get
out of Iraq.
We need to get out of the
Balkans, the Middle East,
Eastern Europe and Western

Europe.
We need to get out of lapan
and the rest of Asia.
We must stop our practice of
nation building.
The United States of America
needs to gel out of everywhere
and worry about our problems
at home.
Send comments lo Erin at

How do you pronounce this street
name: Clough?

Opinion Columnist

ANDY JONES
GRAD STUDENT,
AMERICAN CULTURE

"It's like the word
cough, only with an I.'

CARRIE BLACKWELL
GRAD STUDENT,
COMMUNICATIONS

"I used to live on that
street and I always
called it'Guff*

erMwethernOgmaiLcom.

I

DREW MILLER

CLUFF?

SENIOR, BUSINESS
"/ once had to call BG
City Records to settle
a bet between 'Cloff'
and'Go.' It's actually

•Cloff"

JEN FAG0YINB0

ALUMNA
"It's'Go'because of
the ough, just like
though."
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Are you one of those
people thai have always
had trouble finding the
right way to spell certain words?
Well you may be in luck.
there is a movement that
exists in the United Stales thai
wants to make spelling easier for
all of us.
Alan Mole, die president of
the American literacy Council,
favors an end to "illogical spelling." I Ie wants to spell words like
through, logic and celebrate lo
ihni, lojic and selebraet.
But iz this moor konfuuzing
than helpful? Itheenkso.
Il is true that throughout the
history of the English Language,
colloquial changes have been
made that make spelling easier.
A lot of this translates "British"
spelling into "American'' spelling, Words such as shoppe.
colour and honour have been
shortened to shop, color and
honor. I lowever, these have all
been small changes thai have
taken years lo become acceptable. Therefore, il isneariy
impossible for this end to "illogical spelling" lo take place.
Personally, I fear that more
radical and popular changes
will take place that will make
Americans look and sound like
idiots.
Rather than fearing a major
reform to have words spelled out
the way they sound, like Alan
More is suggesting I fear that
language used in the technological sense will take over the
English language.
What 1 am speaking about
originated around ihe time
email and instant messaging
were created. It involves using
the letter "u" for the word "you"
and ihe number 4 for the word
"for." Here is a sample sentence:
R U going2 meet me & the mall
2day?
It makes my blood curdle.
Unfortunately, this way of spelling has permeated the interne!
and has made its way into formal
speech and writing.
For example, during my student teaching experience, I came
across a formal paper—typed,
double-spaced and so on, that
used "u" for the word "you." First
of all, using second person in a
paper is not acceptable; secondly, and more importantly, that's
not how you spell "you."
It is my great displeasure to

predict that this spelling will
liecome accepted in the future.
Il is also my great displeasure to
announce that leet. or 133t, will
become an official foreign languageand teachers in the future
will have become certified lo
leach it.
I predict that "u" will become
acceptable, and will the elimination of the "gh" combination and
ihe "ph" combination.
As both a future teacher and a
Scrabble enthusiast, (his scares
pantaloons off of me.
As a result, I am making a call
to arms. I am going lo be proactive in terms of preventing an allout war on the English language.
1 Iere is what I am going lo ask of
you:
During your instant messaging conversations, please spell
out the words you use. Do nol
substitute 4 lor "for," 2 for "to" or
"too," or Ii8t for "hale." Il is okay
if you spell words incorrectly,
as there is no spell check for
instant messengers. Also, there
is no way to avoid expressions
like "lol," as emotions are pretty
much impossible lo emote when
you cannot see or hear the Other
person.
Secondly, when writing
emails, please use proper punctuation and capitalization. I am
not asking for a formal friendly
tatter each lime you email, just
some proper courtesy. Nol using
any proper punctuation, capitalization or spelling in an email
shows that you do not respect
the person to whom you are
emailing
I .ast K. and this is a radical one,
try to spell out words when you
text message someone. I say this
is radical because 1 have used
text messaging in the past and
it is a pain in ihe neck to even
understand how many limes
lo push the number 3 to gel an
"e," let alone have the patience
to spell out complete words. If
you cannot do this, then I suggest that you stop text messaging
altogether and call the person
you want to talk lo. And if you
can't do thai, put your cell phone
away and pay attention in class!
I am not aski ng for a lot here,
people, All I am asking is that
you respect the English language. II has served us pretty
well over the past few centuries,
and it still has to last us for centuries beyond.
So if you can't do thai, then I
suggest thai you stop using language altogether, because 1 don't
want to talk to you.
Send comments to Jeffal
jlombar@bgnet.bgsu.etlu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
litters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes, fcrsonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Edhoi5' or "Guest Column." Only
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considered for printing All letters arc
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before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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MINIMAL DAMAGE TO DISCOVERY REPORTED
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The pilot of the
space shuttle Discovery said yesterday the astronauts
believe shuttle flights today are a little less risky and
they're confident in their safe return on Monday. The
shuttle's clean bill of health after in-space inspections
showed virtually no damage from the falling foam.

NATION

Historical building explodes, injuring 15
Explosion may have
been caused by the
recently evicted man
By Adam Goldman
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Authorities were
investigating whether a doctor
who survived the explosion of a
four-story home on Manhattan's
Upper East Side might have
caused the blast rather than sell
the multimillion-dollar building
as part of a divorce judgment in
his ex-wife's favor.
A police official with direct
knowledge of the case told The
Associated Press that Dr. Nicholas
Hauli.i. 66, had recently contemplated suicide in a rambling e-mail
to his ex-wife:
"When you read this... your life
will change forever. You deserve it.
You will be transformed from gold
digger to ash and rubbish digger.
You always wanted me to sell lite
house. 1 always told you 1 will leave
the house only if I am dead."
The official spoke on condition

of anonymity because the investigation is ongoing
The morning explosion hurled
fireballs high into the sky and covered the upscale block with bricks,
broken glass and splintered wood.
Authorities said at least 15 people
were injured, including five civilians and 10 firefighters.
The doctor was pulled from the
wreckage after yelling up to rescuers, fire officials said, llartha and
one passer-by suffered severe injuries; the remaining injuries were
minor.
Heavy black smoke rose high
above the landmark, 19th-century
building on 62nd Street between
Park and Madison avenues, a few
blocks from Central Park. Before
and during World War II, it was
used as a secret meeting place by
a group of prominent New Yorkers
who informally gathered intelligence for President Franklin I).
Roosevelt.
Fire Chief Nicholas Scoppetta
said authorities were looking into
the possibility that the blast was
the result ofasuicideattempt, call-

ing it "a distinct possibility."

Bartha had recently lost a S4
million judgment in the divorce
case and the building was to be
sold at auction in October to pay
tin- judgment The building was
worth nearly S5 million based on
a 2004 assessment and as much as
S6.4 million in today's market
Bartha was served eviction
papers on Friday, said Dr. Paul
Manna, who also worked in the
building.
According to a 2005 appellate
court opinion, the doctor had
"intentionally traumatized" his
Jewish wife, who was bom in
Nazi-occupied Holland, by posting "swastika-adorned articles
and notes" around their home.
The opinion also said Bartha had
"ignored her need for support and
assistance while she was undergoing surgery and treatment for
breast cancer."
Cordula Bartha was granted the
divorce "on grounds of cnid and
inhuman treatment," according
to the opinion, which also says
her husband "systematically ait

By Andrew Taylor
'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SeanWenlj APPtioto
SEARCHING THROUGH THE DEBRIS^ Clean-up continues at the site of
a fire and building collapse yesterday, in New York.

off her access to marital funds and
credit as a means of psychological
abuse."
In a petition filed this year by
Cordula Bartha, she hinted at
looming troubles and asked that
deputies remove Nicholas Bartha
from the residence. "1 have no
doubt that [Nicholas Barthal will

ensconce himself in the marital
residence and refuse to leave it
after the auction is held. He has
said many times that he intends to
'die in my house."
Cordula Bartha had moved out
and was living with the couple's
two adult daughters elsewhere in
the city.

U.S. resource for catching terrorists compromised
Access to financial
database disclosed to
Congress yesterday
ByleannieAversa
1BE ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

WASHINGTON — Disclosure of
a secret program giving the U.S.
government access to a massive
international data base of financial information was "very dam-

aging" to efforts to catch terrorists, Congress was told yesterday.
"This disclosure compromised
one of our most valuable programs and will only make our
efforts to track terrorist financing
— and to prevent terrorist attacks
— harder," Stuart Levey, undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence at the Treasury
Department, argued before a
House Financial Services panel.

The program, started shortly
after the Sept. 11, 2001, terror
attacks, generated lots of leads.
Levey said.
But he added that details
remain classified.
Levey also said the program
played an important role in an
investigation that eventually
led to the capture of Indonesian
Kiclii.ii i Isainuddin, or I lambali,
the operations chief of the al-

President
steps up,
announces
deficit totals

(,i,inl.i linked lemaah Islamiya,
a Southeast Asian terror group.
Hambali allegedly masterminded the deadly 2002 Bali
bombings.
Both
Republicans
and
Democrats on the panel, which
has oversight over financial matters, expressed concern that they
weren't briefed early on about the
program.
Rep. Sue Kelly, It-NX, chair-

woman of the House panel, asked
Congress's investigative arm,
the Government Accountability
Office, to conduct a probe of the
program to make sure it was conducted properly in accordance
with the law.
Kelly called her request for a
GAO investigation "mereduediligence" to make sure "our trust is
not poorly placed in the Treasury
Department"

WASHINGTON — President
Bush touted new deficit figures
yesterday showing considerable improvement upon earlier administration predictions,
saying it shows the wisdom of
his tax cuts.
Bush himself announced
the figures, a task that for the
most part has been left to
lower-ranking administration
officials in the past. The new
figures show the deficit lor the
budget year ending Sept. 30
will be S296 billion, which was
much better than the $423
billion that Bush predicted in
February and a slight improvement over 2005.
Bush said the improvement
Ls due to tax cuts he pushed in
2001 and 2003 and his clampdown on domestic agencies
funded by Congress.
"These tax nits left nearly
SI.l trillion in the hands of
.American workers and families and small business owners.
And they used this money to
help fuel an economic resurgence that's now in its 18th
quarter," Bush said. "Economic
growth fueled by tax relief has
sent our tax revenues soaring."
Impressive profits and big
income gains by the wealth)
are largely responsible for the
surge in revenues and. in turn,
the deficit drop.
1 lowcver. the results are less
impressive when compared to
the S318 billion deficit posted
last fall for fiscal 2005.
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STATE
BRIEFING
8C Nt*S HUE SOUKCCS
Award for wrongly
accused suspect
COLUMBUS (AP) — The
stole has approved its largest
wrongful imprisonmeni setdement awarding $2.5 million in a man found innocent
of a bank robbery and guard's
iiiiiulii alter serving 26 years.
The state Controlling Board
made its unanimous decision
Monday. Timothy I toward.
"i2, of Columbus, will receive
aboul SI.I million to divide
with his attorneys, who will
get one-third and nearly $1.1
million to In- paid in monthly
installments over 30 years.

Euclid elections
blocked by lawsuit
I IK III). Ohio (AP) — I lull, s. Department of lustier
sued the city Mondaj wciinfj
to block elections until the city
restructures its election process to give black candidates
a better chance at holding
public office.
I he lawsuit, filed in federal
court in Cleveland, alleges
that majority whites voting as
a bloc in an al-large election
setup have made it impossible for a black candidate to
get elected
"The Justice Department
believes today's lawsuit is necessary to preserve the voting
rights of African-American
citizens in the city of Euclid,'
Assistant Attorney General
Wan ). Kim, who heads up
the Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division, said in a
news release

Schools take out
more insurance
i OLUMBUS (AP) — School
i i ISI II ante policies diat used to
cover the basics — workers'
compensation for staff, liability insurance Im jungle gym
accidents — now also cover
catastrophes such as terrorisi attacks or school shootings, insurers and school
otticials say.
Districts noticed events in
the i lews such as school shootings and natural disasters and
expanded their policies, said
left lunkas of the American
Insurance Association.

House Bill could restrict online gambling
By Nancy ZuckerbrorJ
1HI

ASSOCIA'EO

PRESS

WASHINGTON — Internet gambling is addictive, dangerous
and should be outlawed, lawmakers argued yesterday as the
I Imise took up a bill to prevent
people from using credit cards
or other payment forms to settle
online wagers.
" I he ease ol Internet gambling poses a very serious threat
to our families and our socielv."
Hep. Tom Osbome. R-Neb., said
in support of the bill.
lite legislation would clarify
existing hm by deciaring Internet
gambling illegal. It would cut oil
payments to betting Web sites
and would allow authorities
to work with Internet providers to block access to gambling
Websites.
Osbome and other bill supporters contend that Irs too easy
for online betters to lose money
and to become addicted critics
say policing the Internet is
impossible and that it would be
bettei to regulate the $12 billion
Industry and collect taxes on it.

The
American
Gaming
Association, the industry's largest lobby, has opposed online
gambling in the past but
recently backed a study of the
feasibility of regulating it.
The Internet gambling industry is headquartered almost
entirely
outside
the United States.
though about half
Its customers Uve in
ihell.S.
ihe House Is
scheduled to vote
later in the da)
on the bill, sponsored by Heps. Hob janiilies

"Hypocrisy
is
certainly
rampant here In the house
today," Rep. Shelley Berkley
D-Mev.,said
Under the provision that
relates to horse racing, betting
operators would not be prohibited from any activity allowed
under the interstate
I lorseracing Act. Thai
law was written in die
1970s to set up rules
im Interstate betting
on racing. The Industry
Successfully lobbied
for legislation several
years ago to clarify that
ana
f,orse racing over the

"The ease
of Internet
gambling
poses a...

threat to our

society.

Internet is allowed.
Goodlattc,
H-Va.,
(ireg Avioli, chief
and Jim leach, ItTOM 0SB0RNE.
executive
offiIowa. Some of the
REPRESENTATIVE
cer of die National
debate focused on
Thoroughbred Racing
whether the bill
Association, said the mention of
would mil] amount to a ban.
horse racing in the bill is "a recCritics point to exemptions
ognition ol existing federal law,"
that they say would allow online
lotteries and Internet belting on
not a new exemption.
Yvioli said ihe raring Indushorse racing to flourish while
i racking down on other kinds ol
II\ has a strong future in the
digital age and acknowledged
sports betting, casino games and
that ihe bill would send Internet
card games like poker.

gamblers to racing sites. "They'd
return to the one place they can
bet legally," he said.
The Justice Department has
taken a different view on the
legality of Internet betting on
horse races. In a World Trade
Organization
case
involving Antigua, the department
said online belling on horse
racing remains illegal under
the 1961 Wire Act despite the
existence of the more recently
passed, and updated. Interstate
lloiscracing Acl.
The
department
hasn't
actively enforced iis stance, but
observers say it is possible that
the agency and the racing indiis
By could face off In court in
the future.
i ike the racing Industry, prolessional sports leagues also like
the bill, they argue thai Web
wagering could hurt the integrity ol their sports.
Many conservatives back the
bill on moral grounds, arguing
that Internet betting is harmful
to society.
lohn Kindt, a business profes-

Online gaming rise
Industry analysts prodict thjri
ttvotufl from global gambling
on **• Internal w* approach
S24 5 I>»»KX» by 2010
Estimated global internal
gambling ravamm. 2001-10
$24 5

sor at tin1 Unhrenity of Illinois
.it Urbana-Champaign who
has studied the issue, rails the
Internet "the crack cocaine"
of nanibling1.

Putting a stop to Internet fraud Boa remains at large
PROTECTION. FROM PAGE 1

I in typdon is taking read
able text and coding it so thai
il becomes unreadable. At ihe
University, the only nay to make
ibis information readable again
would be to have a 1 ISM key and
a password, 1 laschak said.
This would ensure that even il
a laptop with sensitive Information was stolen, the dala could
not be accessed without the key
and without a password.
"if everything is done the way
it should Ire, the information will
be secure," Singer said.
With till these layers ol security ill place, il stiO comes down to
user responsibility, according to

Cindy Fuller, communications
coordinator for the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.
II sensitive information Isstolen from the University, the ()hio
Breach Notification lei states
that state agencies, like the
University, are required to contad Individuals who live in (Ihio
if person,il information about
them is pan of information
that is "accessed and acquired
by unauthorized persons" if it
could lead to identity fraud.

If information was stolen,
individuals should notify their
banks, Credit card companies
and the police, as well as the

Technology Support Center.
"The
most
important
thing is dial we lake ibis seriously," Singer said. "We're
diligent in trying to protect
against anything."
Should individuals feel that
the Information the UnTversitj
has about them is unset lite,
they should call the TSC and
voice their concern. The concern would then be investigated
and measures would be taken.
Singer said.
keeping things like virus
protection current and educating tile University community
through CIO alerts, workshops
and presentations are also pan
ol keeping Information secure.
security in place at the time ol
the security breach determines
someol the actions those affected can take.
Among oilier things, holding the University liable foi
this breach ol security means
having to prove the University
failed to protect that Information, according to Rodney

Fleming,
managing
attorney with University Student
1 egal Services,
I lowever. personal responsibility is a large pan ol the protection of sensitive information.
"You should give out youi
information as little as necessary," I leming said. "Protect
yourseil as best as you can."
Protecting yourseil includes
watching credit card and bank
accounts lor unusual activity
ami ordering credit reports,
Is of March 2005, residents ol
Ohio were able to gel three live
eredil repoilseacb year. I hough
there are man) Other reporting companies, only I \perian,
Equifax and fransUnion offer
free reports as pail of a federal
law, according to Fleming
Residents in all other states
are also now eligible for
Ibis service.

"This is something you
should lie doing anyway: You
can gei it every quartet and
check for account acuvff) you
don't recognize," Fleming said.
' ihe bottom line is trusting the
University 10 an in a reasonably
prudent manner and you have
to trust them to do so."

TRAIN. FROM PAGE 1

Those survivors who could
walked from the stations to hosblasts hit first-class cars
a sign
pitals.
the assailants were targeting the
There, they found scenes ot
professional class in a city that has
chaos and carnage;
come In embody India's 21sl cenDiH'torsand volunuvrswficelcd
tury ambitious
in the wounded and dead, one
Bombay.ilsokiiownasMtiniliai.
after the other.
is the center of India's booming
"I cam hear anything." said
financial industry and the home
Shailesh Mhate, a man in his 20s,
ol Bollywood, a ciiy that presents
sitting on the floor of Veena Desai
Itself to die worid as a cosmopoliHospital surrounded by bloody
tan metropolis where bankers dine
cotton swabs. 'People around me
with movie SUITS and
didn't survive. I don't
fashion models party
know how I did."
until dawn.
Another man, bloody
While that image
Ixindages over bis eyes.
captures one side
hekl out a phone to .1
ol life in the city.
nurse, begging her to
Bombay
is also
call his wile and iiil ha
Crowded and largely
he was Ok.
poor. And across the
Die first bombing hit
city, the prosperous
a train at Bandra station
and downtrodden
at 620 pm. The blasts
worked together to
followed down the line
SHAILESH
MHATE,
aid survivors.
of thcVNesteni Raihvayat
SURVIVOR
As police and resor near stations at Khar,
cue services stntglogeshwari,
Mahim,
glul to reach the blast
Mini Road, Matiinga and finally
scenes through Bombay's jammed,
Borivili, which was struck liy two
chaotic everyday traffic, liyslanil
blasts at 635 p.m.. according to the
ers pulled the wounded from the
Star News channel. 1 lowever, other
debris, offering them water and
reports gave different time lines.
bundling them into every available
Some passengers reportedly
vehicle — from trucks to tltreejumped from speeding trains in

survive. I
don't know
how I did."

Located On the Corner of 8th and High Street

Preferred Properties Co.
GREAT AFFORDABLE RATES

Extra Benefits:

O Kitchen Vinyl
S6 Panel Bi-Fold Closet Doors
*i£j Bedroom & Bathroom Doors

Bombay sees terror

around
me didn't

UNDER KINOVITIOX

<£J Closet Organizers

most likely live at the complex.
As there has been no reports, my
guess is that ihe owners found
their snake."
VndyOdum, curator of herpetologyai the Ibledo Zoo, said that
il is unlikely that tins |>et would
know how to sun Iwe on iis own.
He said thai even if the snake
was able to feed itself it would
not know to look for shelter in the
winter and sustained temperatures in the -IDs would kill it.

"This snake is not any danger
In people. Il does not eat everyday
and ultimately it would die if not
found 111 rescued." Odiini said.
He also said that the snake
would probably feed on rats or
ducks bin that .1 small dog or cat
could also be considered prey
However, Sieving and Odum
both said the snake will defend
itself if provoked and improper
handling could be dangerous.
Any sighting of the snake
should immediately be reported
lot lie police.

"People

[RieHmontnw

3 Carpet
O Range & Hood
<"ci* Refrigerators
^Lighting Fixtures w/ Fan

BOA. ROM PAGE 2

Laundry Facilities on-site
Spacious Bedrooms
Nice, Quiet Area
Newly Painted
Cherrywood Health Spa on-site

wheeled auto-iickshawa.

panic.

Others wrapped bodies in railway blankets and carried them
au.iv Police collected Ixrdy parts
in white plastic liags streaked with
blood and rain.

Maharashtra stutcChief Minister
Vilasrao Deshmukli said after
meeting with his Cabinet that the
death toll was 147, with 439 others
wounded, as of yesterday night.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: Does a garlic necklace really keep you
safe from bears?
A: It depends on how
fast you can nin while
wearing it.

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

How will mankind become
extinct? We've got options...
bui hasyel to cause the wide
spread destruction initially
predicted.
Although the threat ol a
pandemic in our lifetime is
high, the odds of it taking out
every man and woman on

JOHN
TURNER

Not News Editor
Life here on Earth for us
humans isn'l forever, in
fact, it's likely 10 no down
as a very tiny segment of time in
the history of our planet
So. given the fact that our
run is hound to eventually
come to an end, which way
will our species go down?
Also. If you had to choose one.
which would it be?There's
a variety of possibilities to
consider so read carefully —
mankind can only go extinct
once so lets do it right.
1) Global warming— first
off, I'd like to thank Al (lore
for bringing this threat to our
attention in his documentary,
"An Inconvenient Truth.''
Where would we be without
you Mr. Gore? Well, probably

this planet are exceptionally
low considering the survivors
could just wear cool, futuristic

space suits all of the time.
•II Conflict —Terrorism,
wars and the threat of nuclear
launches have always been
a major culprit in loss ot life
throughout history. I could
only hope, however, that
we would never nuke every
square inch ol this planet to
the point where it is no longei
inhabitable. If it comes to that.
then I would say we probably
don't deserve toexlst anymore
anywise.
5) Meteorite impact No
worries. Bruce Willis and Ben
Affleck will save us.
6) Swallowed In a Mack hole
— Although there Is very tittle
chance of this ever happi n
big, it sure would be an interesting way for us all to go.
Plus, maybe we'd end up in
another dimension or alter
nate universe instead, which
would be far better than

not on the Internet.

1'lie issue at hand is that
greenhouse gases trapped in
our atmosphere, resulting in
a rise in temperature within
the next 70 years of up to 2
degrees Celsius.
I [owever, the real problem
would result in melting of
polar Ice caps and a variety "I
other issues related to the rise
in temperature.
One positive of this situ
at ion Is thai Minimei would
he extended by at least a
lew weeks. Still, that probablj wouldn't make up for

sitting around in the Milky
Way waiting for our Sun to

without SI'I- 300 lotion and an
oxygen mask.
2) Robots take over — I'm
not sure even Keanii Reeves
could handle this one.
Mankind is quickly approaching a time where we will be
reliant upon machines that
will have humanlike abilities
to think, feel and most importantly, act.
Fortunately, if the machine
uprising ever takes place.
we could just turn off all the
power and then chill out in
space while we wait for their
batteries to run out.
I know, it is a great plan.
3) Pandemics — Whether
it's the flu. HIV or SARS, pandemics have always posed a
threat to people around the
globe. Recently, avian influenza in chickens has posed the
greatest threat of pandemic,

ing lot Hillary Clinton to run
lot president beforehesays
enough is enough and comes
down to put an end to things.
10) Chuck Not ris — I'm not
sure if the facts on this guy are
true or not. but I would rathei
not test him to find out. Lefs
just keep buying the Total
Gym M so we don't irritate
him. Otherwise, our best hope
would be lor number nine to
occut as soon as possible.
The good news is that he'll
be here to fight the aliens and

the robotsifthal ever goes

down, so I'd say lie's more ol a
pro than a con.
There you have it, 10 of
the most likely causes ol
our demise as humans.
Discussing the deaths of over
6 billion people may sound
depressing, but we need to be
informed of these threats so
we're ready when they arise,
I hough il all serins WT\
complicated, it's actually quite
simple. In the end. the late
of the world boils down to

one thing: II Hillary Clinton
bet nines president we're all
in a lot of trouble.

Do you have a preference on

him ■ iln' world should end! Ininil lolm HI jolimi" bfpu.edu.

burnout.
7) Aliens take over—One al
two things will happen that
Will quell this war ol worlds
First we'll throw water on
them and they'll run away. 01
second, the president and Will
Smith will bop into lighter
jets and take them down one
by one.
Trust me, I've seen these
ideas work dozens of times

not being able to go outside

Illustration by Doug Stiausbaugh

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

before.

8) Voluntary extinction
— Believe ii or not. there area
group of people on I his planet
who WOUld like to see man

simply stop procreating and

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.

die out.
First off, this form of extinction is no fun at all.
Secondly, these people are
more likely than not just creating an excuse for why they
ate going to live the rest of
their sad lives alone and without purpose.

The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.

9) The rapture—This is
when lesus comes back, takes
Christians to heaven and lays
a beat down on everyone left.
Although lesus remains atlarge, I'm sure lie's just wait-
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STATI
BRIEFING
BC HE»S fllRt SOURCES
Award for wrongly
accused suspect
( OLUMBUS
M'I
— The
state has approved iis largest
wrongful imprisonment setdement, awarding $25 million id .i man found Innocent
ofa bank robbery and guard's
murdei after serving26years,
rhe state ControUng Board
made its unanimous decision
Monday ITmothj Howard,
52, (ii Columbus, will receive
aboul $1.4 million KI divide
with his attorneys, who "ill
get one-third, and nearly Sl.l
million to l>c paid in monthly
installments over 30 years

Euclid elections
blocked by lawsuit
i in ill). Ohio iM'i — rhe
u.s Departmenl of lustice
sued the ciiy Monday seeking
to block elections until the city
restructures Its election process i" give black candidates
a better e nance al holding
public office
[he lawsuit, filed in federal
court in Cleveland, alleges
that majority whites voting as
a bkx in an at-large election
setup have made ii impossible I'n a black candidate to
gel elected.
"The lusfJce Departmenl
believes todays lawsuit is necessary m preserve the voting
rights of African-American
c ili/ens in the city of Euclid,"
\sslstani vttorney General
Wan |. Kim. who heads up

the lustice Departments Qvil
Rights Division, said in a
news release

Schools take out
more insurance
COLUMBUS \r
School
Insurance policies thai used to
cover the basics - workers'
compensation lor staff, liability insurance foi jungle gym
accidents
now also covet
catastrophes such as terrorist attacks or school shootings, insnicis and school
officials say
Districts noticed events in
the news such as school shootings and natural disasters and
expanded theii policies, said
IcfF lunkas of the American
Insurance- Association.

House Bill could restrict online gambling
By Nancy Mkerbrod
SOCIA'tD PRISS
WASHINGTON -Internetgambling is addictive, dangerous
and should be oudawed, lawmakers argued yesterday as the
House look up a bill to prevent
people from using credit cards
oi other payment forms to settle
online wagers.
" I he ease ol Internet gam
hling poses a very serious threat
io mil families and our so, iety,"
Rep, loin Osbome, R-Neb., said
in support ot ihe bill.
Hie legislation would clarify
existing law by declaring Internet
gambling illegal Ii would cut oil

payments to betting Web sites
and would allow authorities
in work with Internet providers io block access io gambling
Websites.
Osbome and other bill supporters contend thai it's loo easy
lor online hellers in lose money
and Io become addicted. I lilic s
say policing ihe Internet is
impossible und that II would be
heller Io regulate the S12 billion
industry and colled taxeson ii.

Ihe
American
Gaming
"Hypocrisy
is
certainly
rampant heie in the house
Association, ihe industry's larg
esi lobby, lias opposed online
today," Rep Shelley Berkley,
l>-\cv said.
gambling in ihe past bin
recently backed a study ol the
Undei ihe provision dial
feasibility of regulating it.
relates to horse racing, betting
ihe Internet gambling Indus
operators would not be prohibm is headquartered almost
ited from any activity allowed
nuclei the Interstate
entirely
outside
Ihe United Males
Horseracing Act. I hat
"The ease
though about hall
law was written in the
1970s io set up rules
its customers live In
the U.S.
Ibi interstate betting
Ihe House' is
on lacing The industry
scheduled to cote
successfully lobbied
for legislation several
later in the day
years ago to clarify thai
on the bill, sponsored In Heps, hob families and
horse racing over the
Intel net is allowed
(
dlatte, R-Va.,
.uni liln leach. K
\\ i"H. duel
TOM OSBORNE.
Iowa. Some of the
executive
old
REPRESENTATIVE
debate Incused on
cei ol die National
whethet the bill
Thoroughbred Racing
\ssoe iation, said ihe mention ol
would truly amount to a ban.
Ciitics point in exemptions
horse lacing in the hill is "a tec
ognition ol existing federal law.
that they say would allow online
lotteries and Internet belting on
not a new exemption.
horse racing to flourish while
wioli said the' iai nig Indus
i iai king down on other kinds ol
try has a strong future in the
sports belling, casino gai ties and
digiial age' ami acknowledged
(hat the hill would send Inleinel
card games like poker.

of Internet
gambling
poses a...

lineal to our

society."

gamblers to racing sites "They'd
return lo lire one place they tan
bet legally," he said.
ihe lustice Department has
taken a different view on the
legality of Internet belling on
horse races, in a World [hide
Organization
case
Involving Antigua, the department
said online' betting on horse
racing remains illegal under
Ihe 1961 Wire Act despite the
existence ol the more recently
passed, and updated, Interstate
I ioiserat ing \ct
ihe
department
hasn't
actively enforced its stance, but
observers say it is possible that
the agency and the lacing intlus
tiv could lace oil in court in
the future.
I ike the lacing industry, pio
fesslonal sports leagues also like
Ihe bill, fhey argue that Well
wagering could hurt the integrity ol theii spoils.
\lanv conservatives back ihe
hill em moral grounds, arguing
that Internet betting is harmful
to society
lolin Kindt, a business profes

Online gaming rise
Industry analysts pre-1
Qlo4i.il oamnling

IBVIHIUI, from

S?4 Sb.il,on by 20*0
Estimated global Internal
gambling revonua 2001 10

'

III

ill!!

Estimated re*

■■I ?W>
CWM •
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1
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sen at the University ol Illinois
al
llrbana I hanipaign who
has studied the issue, calls the
Internet "the crack cocaine'
of gambling,

Putting a stop to Internet fraud Boa remains at large
PROTECTION. (ROM PACT 1
Encryption is laking read
able text and coding il so that
ii becomes unreadable. \t the
University, the only way to make
this information readable again
would be to have a I ISP ke\ and
a password. I laschak s.eid.
I his would ensure that even il
a laptop with sensitive informs
lion was stolen, the data could
noi be accessed without the kev
and without a password.

"If everything is done the way
it should be, the information will
be secure," Singer said.
With all these layers ol see un
iv in place, it siill comes down to
user responsibility, ai cording to
t inch Fuller, communications
cooidinaieii leu the Office of the
t fuel Information I title ei
It sensitive information is sto
len from the University, the Ohio
Breach Notiffa ation Net states
thai state agencies, like the
Uimcisiu are required to contact individuals who live in < fhio
it personal information aboul
them is part ol information
thai is "accessed and acquired
h\ unauthorized persons if ii
could lead to identic, fraud.

II information was stolen,
individuals should notify theii
hanks, credit caul companies
and Ihe police, as well as the

Technology Support I enter,
"Ihe
most
important
thing is dial we lake this seii
ously," singe'i said
"We're
diligent in trying 111 protect
against am thing
should individuals feel that
ihe information the Univt ism
has about ihein is unset tire,
they should call ihe IM anil
voice then concern. I he con
com would then be investigated
and measures would be taken.
Snigei s.iid
keeping things like virus
protection current and edui it
ing the University community
through ( in alerts, workshops
and presentations are also pan
ot keeping information secure.
Security in placc.it the tlmeol
the security breach determines
someol the actions those afli 11
edean lake
UTIong eilhel lllillgs. hold
ing the University liable lot
iltis breach of security means
having 10 prove ihe University
tailed IO protect thai information, according m llodnev

Fleming,
managing
aunt
nev with iiiiiveisiiv Student
I eg.ll Sen lee's
However, personal responsibility is a large part of the protection ot sensitive information.
"Mm should give out veuii
information as little as
sary," Fleming said. "Protect
voiiiseii as best as you can."
Protecting yourscll includes
watching credit card and hank
ace oiinls ten unusual ai livit)
and ordering credit reports
\soi March 2005, residents ol
1 Kilo were able m gel three free
credit reports each year. I hough
there aie many othei report
ing companies, only I xperian,
I quifax and hansllnion offet
ports ,is pan ol a federal
law, according to I leming
Residents in all other states
aie also now eligible ten
this SCI
"This is soinethi 11
should in' doing anyway You
cm get ii cvctv quartet and
check lor account activity you

don'i recognize," Fleming said.
"Ihe bottom line is trusting the
iiiiivcisitv toad in a reasonably
prudent manner and you have
to trust them toilo

Ki^m*t?Mpar.tments]
IJ\I)1H RENOVATION
Located On the Corner of 8th and High Street

Preferred Properties Co.
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B0A.rROMPAGE2
most likely live at the complex.
\s there has been tin reports, my
Kiicss is that the owners found
theii snake."
vjiek Odum, em,tun ofherpelologyatthe loledoZoo.said tii.it
it is unlikely thai this pel would
know how lo survive on Its own,
lie said that even it the snake
iv.is able 10 iced itself it would
not know to look lot shelter in ihe
u iniei and sustained temperalures in ihe UK would kill ii.

"This snake is not .inv danger
to people. Itelocsnotealevervcl.lv
and ultimate!] it would die If not
found or rescued"! idum said.
I le also said thai the snake
cvoiilcl probably teed on rats en
clucks but that a small don or cat

could also be considered prey.
I lowever, Sicvine, and Odnin
both said ihe snake will defend
itseit it provoked and Improper
handling could be dangerous.
\nv sighting of the snake
should Immediately he reported
totliepoln e.

Bombay sees terror
TRAIN. (ROM PAGE 1
hlasis hit first-class cars
a sie,n
ihe assailants were targeting ihe
professional class in a city that has
come to embody India's nisi ecu
tury ambitions,
Bombay, also known asMumbal,
is the centet ol India's booming
financial industry and ihe home
ol Hollvwood. a ciiv thai presents
Use■!! to the woild as a cosmopoU[.iii metropolis where bankers dine
with movie stars and

Ihose sui\ivens who could
walked from the stations tn hoS
pilals.
rhere, they found scenes nt
chaos and carnage.
Doctors and volunteers wheeled
in the wounded and dead, one

after the other.

I can't hear anything," said
shailesh \lhalc. a titan in liisJlK,
sitting on the Hi
fveena IX'sai
I lospital surrounded by bloody
cotton swabs. "People around me
didn't survive. I don't
know howl did."
fashion models party
until dawn.
Another man, hloodv
While that image
bandages over his eves
captures one side
held out a phone to a
nurse. iM-y^ine, her lo
ol life in the city,
Bombay
is
also
call his wile and tell her
i rowded and large!)
he was OK.
don't kiiou
poor. And across the
lite first bombing hit
how
I
did.
city the prosperous
,i train at liandra station
and downtrodden
at 6-20 p.m. lite blasts
worked together to
followed down the line
SHAILESH
MHATE.
aid survivors,
of the western Railwayal
SURVIVOR
\s police and resor neat stations at Khar.
cue services Strug
logeshwari,
Mahim,
;Jee I to reach the blast
Mini Road, Matunga and finally
scenes through Bombays jammed,
Itorivili, which was struck by two
chaotic everyday traffic bystand
blasts tit 635 pin., according to the
ers pulled the wounded Irotn the
St,n \ewse hanmi. I lowcvcr,oilier
debris, offering ihem watei and
reports gave different time lines.
bundlingthem into every available
Some passengers reportedly
vehicle
Irotn (nicks lo thrcclumped Irotn speeding trains in
w he rled auto-rickshaws.
panic.
(ithers wrapped bodies in railMaharashtrastali'C hie!Minister
way blankets and carried them
Yilasrao Deshnitikh said after
awav. Police collected body pans
meeting with fus Cabinet that the
in while plastic bags streaked with
death toll was 117. with 439others
blood and rain
wounded, as nl yesterday niglil.

"People
around
me didn't

survive. I
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
(,): Does a garlic necklace really keep you
sale from bears?
A: It depends on how
fasl you can run while
wearing it

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

How will mankind become
extinct? We've got options...
JOHN
TURNER

■ Editor
Life here on Earth foi us
humans isn't forever, In
fa< i. it'slikeh, to go down
•is .1 vet) tiny segment of time in
thehistorj of out planet
So, given the fad that out
run is hound to eventually
come to an end, which wa)
will mil species go down?
Mso, ii you had to choose one,
which would ii be? I hens
a variety ol possibilities to
consider so read c arefull)
mankind can onlj go extinct
once so lets do ii right.
II Global warming I iisi
nil. I'd like to thank Al Gore
ini bringing this threat tooui
attention in hi-.de ic umentai y,
"An Inconvenient I ruth."
Where would we be without
urn Mr. Gore? Well, probaU)
not on the Internet.
I he issue ai hand is thai
greenhouse gases trapped in
our atmosphere, resulting in
.i rise in temperature within
the next 70 years ol up to 2
degrees) eisius.
However, the real problem
would result in melting ol
polai Icecaps anda variety ol
othei issues related to the rise
in temperature
One positive of this situation is lh,il suiniiiei would
be extended bj ,u least a
lew weeks. Still, that ptob
ably wouldn't make up foi
not being able to go outside
without SPI 300 lotion and an
oxygen mask.
2] Kohnis takeover — I'm
not sure even Keanu Reeves
could handle this one.
Mankind is quickly approaching a time where we will he
reliant upon machines that
will have humanlike abilities
in think feel and most Importantly, act.
Fortunately, ii the machine
uprising ever takes place,
we could jusi turn nil all the
power and then chill out in
space while we wail for theii
batteries to run out.
I know, ii is a great plan.
:i) Pandemii s Whethei
it's the flu, HIV or SARS, pandemics have always posed a
threat to people around the
globe. Recently, avian influenza in chickens has posed the
greatest threat ol pandemic,

hut has vet to cause the widespread destruction initial!)
predicted.
Vlthough the threat ol a
pandemic in our lifetime is
high, the odds ol it taking oui
every man ami woman on
ihis planet are exceptional!)
low considering the survivoi.
could jusi wear cool, futuristic
space suits all of the time.
i Conflii i
Pel mrism,
wars and the threat ol nuclear
launches have always been
a major culprit in lossni life
throughout llistor) I could
niiK hope, however, thai
we would nevel nuke pi
square inch ol ihis planet to
the point where it i- no i
inhabitable. II ii comes to that,
then I would say we prnhahK
don'i deserve in exisi an)
anywise.
i Meteorite impai i Nu
wol lies. Bruce Willis ami lien
Mili-c k will save us.
>> Swallowed In a black hole
although there is im link'
chance ol thisevei happi n
inj;. il sure would bean intei
estingway tor us all to go.
Plus, maybe we'd end up in
another dimension or altei
nate universe Instead, which
would be far better than
sitting around in the Milk)
Waj waiting foi oui Sun to
burnout.
Miens take ovei Oneol
two things Will happen thai
will quell thiswai of worlds
First, we'll throw watei mi
them and they'll run awa
second, the president ami Will
Smith will hop into fightei
jets and take them down one
In one
11 list me, I've seen these
ideas wmkdozensoi times
before.
. iluntar) extinction
—Believe ii or not, there are a
group ol people on this planet
wlm would like lo see man
simpl) slop procreating and
die oui.
I irsi oil. this formol extint
nun is no fun at all.
Secondly, these people are
more likely than not jusi ere
atingan excuse foi win they
are going lolive the resl ol
iheii sad lives alone and without purpose.
'i rherapture
I Ins is
when lesiisi omes hac k takes
Christians to heaven and lays
a beat down on everyone left.
Although lesus remains atlarge, I'm sure he's jusi wait-

VARSITY LANES

ing foi I lill.tr> Clinton to run
loi president beforehesays
enough is enough ami comes
clown to put an end to things,
in t hue k Norris I m not
sure if the facts on this gu) are
hue oi nni. hut I would rather
not lesi him to find out. Let's
jusi keep buying the Ibtal
(i\in \i so wedon'i irritate
him. Otherwise,oui best hope
would be for number nine to
oci in as soon as possible.
I he good news is dial he'll
he here to fight the aliens and
the robots il thai evei goes
down, so I'd say he's moreol a
pio thanacon.
I here MIU have il. II) ol
the mosi likely causes ot
oui demise as humans.
His. ussing the deaths ol ovei
6 billion people ma) sound
depressing, but we need lobe
informed of these tine.as so
we're read) when they arise
I hough ii all seems verj
■ caied, it's actually quite
simple, in the end, the fate
ol the world boilsdow n to
onething II Millar) i llinton
becomes president, we're all
■I trouble
on liaiv a preference on
him 'ilu1 [i orid should c fit i
mini hiliii HI jolinH" bgsu.edu.

stratum by Dou? Slrausbaugh

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.
• The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.
Brought i<> you b) ihe Wellness Connection, Studeni Health s^j v ice, and < H > \|) \s
Data taken from the 2004 \CHA Health Vsscssmeni

| Fusion Communications

$7.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

1180 N. MAIN ST. #5
veri on

Who:

Any college student

When: Tuesday - Friday
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.

NEXTEL

(Just South of the Woodland Mall)

419-352-0522

Price:

2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of >
pizza & pop
Only $7.00
per person
& drink specials

*GSU
STUDINT

Your Student Services Cellular Center!

.

Dish Network

Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH.
'
(352-5247)
What:

"I feel like I know you, but that's probably
because I've been staring at you from
a darkened corner for three hours."

Pre-Paid Cards

S
N

Cellular Phone
Bill Payment d.sh

VERIZON - NEXTEL

J
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Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace.
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your ^^^
roommate decides to skip we take die loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem.
We offer a roommate matching program! Call today to
**1
find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and
amenities without the resort style price tag!

The Enccao-e/or two ciears, and'/ coo-e
wor£in^ oat in their Titness center/
,
u">

-

-"*!

Hi, m& name is Andy,
l hav-e oiv-edat The Encoao-e/or three clears,
ana ( iou-epoauinQ' on their sand
* o-owectbafflcourt/
***>,

mm

s&ia
Hneiic

-1

*jt&gr!£8Mlh

ffewOj tnci name is Maria, /hao-e cio-edat
7he Enccatr-e far two mars, and/cou-e wunfyinQ* oat
&&m

at theirpooc, and that /can stifflaeta tan on
ccoudu daus in their Kree tanning tooth/

jm

THE ENCLAVE I & II

wm&
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

[coi

JMN

706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www. co I legeparkweb.com

HIDDEN PLACES: Find
out where Ribeau lives,
and if there is a tunnel
system, PAGE 16.
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WARPED

TOUILM
M>\\ I II Win\

Welcome to punk rock summer camp. Here, on
a squelching day in Columbus, thousands of
tattooed, mohawked. black-clad kids crowd one
of the eight stages to catch their favorite band
play a 30 minute set
I In- v.ins H.npi'il loin, now in n uu-IUli
year, is .i traveling imisii .mil extre
sports
festival thai feilinn's around ion bands
I arger, more popular nils perform on oni' ol
ii ,n Stagt •

chration ni punk and ->k.i inusii. ii has situ e
expanded lo im Itide iiltemaiiyi" roi k heavy
ini-i.il.inil even Inn hop .II i
Such national bands as Saves die Day,
Vcadeni) lv. .mil Rise \gainsi draw hugi
ynnngei crowds while punk legends liki 111.HII/.-I ocLs I lelmel and Hoi
gSouls keep
il
kin fans 11
e hack
I in HI, News, sai down with majoi main
i . Million ( n\ souinlii.ii k and the n
in- posl lunik ore .II i Vdaii lu find uui iheii
thoughts .ilioui life on the loui advice Foi
smallei band and drh in;: a lol
linnullil Mm --//i - ///.'./mil

\IIII II

i71•/'!..

Il./i/n'i/ lulu this Will

\|i S I ilimk we km w ihe end ol iln .urn

so tell we, what's life walk like on ilie
Hi/i/'ii/ /i■/•/■'

\K S: A loi ol sweating We're jusi trying In
iliul ways In i mi gel bawd and have .i ;•
I
lime \ lol ol hanging oui, .i lol ol talking \
loi .ii going "Oh yea, I Mnnk I know you." I
have io tell inn ino iln food is ama/ing. It's
like going uul local bin It's total home cook
ing ii hi i
i ,.ui ioi ,ii .n i .nun .house
N.l.iii \ loi ol driving from looking ut the
touting, overnight driving gets kinda era \
111.\ usually have .i barbei tie ever) night so
we hangout u link- bit loi thai. But the era?)
i
don't ■ > -.ills happen aside from the
first and IHSI night; ul am lout Set up da)
Ill-ion the in i now we were .ill ai the venni
setting up .nnl the) bad a kick oil part) thai

should .II i Inn,itc
|,ion I I.in lo :■
ill', pi
weeli iln n starl drinking I laugh
Iding \ I.II .i pi.ml
i . oulil
nun i
i
.in balloon fii hi

lini I.I-.I veal I In ii- u.i-. n-.ilK I nulls, lh-.mii.

[\lh 'I Mill If Hi il I ill mil:- II lull i ill hi I in 11,1
iln Mill like tin In i kolll (III till' lull)'
Mi s I here's a lol ol bands on iln
ilui I
M lini lo see play. Vloneen Spilleil
(.anvass, Buz/cocks Helmet Urn- really
:
! I M nil. uilli Minn ol llnin .mil 1,1 hi I
io in friends With the resl ol them '
\il.iii I haven't been able lo check Mil a
loi iii oihri bands weve kind ol heen inn
•• around -i lol I did wati li iln- Bled anil
they wen1 pretl) amazing Wi ,il u iv ia< i
lite I lay I nope we gel .i > ham •• In see Iheni
today We i auglil .i few mi
ol
i iinliio.iili .nnl We are flu I ur) iln \ wenboth really tick Since we were just on I '■
ol ( li.nr ■ mid
i U.IIIM il in iln ' inii i
we got io know .i loi ol tin hand .nnl' n
members that are lieu
o then are ,i lol ol
the siiine in", people and hand hen Iln n
.in also some ' 01 HI band' thai we ve toun il
with before thai
e a I
i Irii IKI

li//,// ,//io/// ihi

ha

VII S

I III "ii Iln

I 111 I III '

ii lini wi/y* ua en
1)11

Irs-, ,||

IV ,1111 lo In on ll
i' I Inn .1 lol ol lllll
people IO bang oul with 11a1 ■.
e I luilai
11. in la i-i.i
nioi
\,l.iii We lu i in i ■ mil wi don't pla
nun Ii ■ nli " .-.
.. i ii i li.ip' oiiii-i bands
do I'u '.Hi li i loi ol
n we make a I
i
I modeling lllll o-iil inn
\il.i|l Urll I would

. i io in
In ..pi, i"
in.n i li i
It '/,// /

II.IM

II

i",nil

nli nil ur. Iru mi and In ii
i
i ffii . .i friendship

-.oil/ (llll'll '

III

Iii" I

tu iln r.i/i/i../ low i"
Vti • i thinl n .il
law M |
re
alu .ul. hi ti j
doing iln. II- M ihini i
limit oin ul ih< In-.- ill
• mil
ivani'iii

IIMII'
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Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your
roommates? If (hey do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held
responsible. II" your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace.
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your
roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem.
We offer a roommate matching program! Call today to
find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and
amenities without I he resort style price tag!
WgiwwWbiVm**

i/wMim/f/mZmih

?he Encfawfor tu/o cieare, and/fow
wor£/ka> out in their fotneee center/''

ffi, ma name isnndy,
( hau-e fiwdat /he Enclau-efor three goat**\
andt cowpcavinQ' on their- eand
{

v-occeubafflcourt/'

fMSf, mef> name is n aria, /hao-e flu-eclat
The tnccao-efor two pears, and/foo-e Aturakp out
at theirpoof, and that /can zt/Waet a tan on
coouaa aaatf in their foee tanning iootk/
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Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4
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^

706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www. co I legeparkweb.com
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WARPED
STORY in KARA OIINCiltr.N • IMIOIOS IC lOlil)AN I F.OVVIiR
ILLUSTRATED BY MIKE SCI Ilil.L

TONVI IIAXION, M( S

Welcome to punk rock summer camp. Here, on
a squelching day in Columbus, thousands of
tattooed, mohawked, black-clad kids crowd one
of the eight stages to catch their favorite band
play a 30 minute set
The v.ins Warped lour, now In Its twelfth
year, is .1 traveling music and extreme sports
Festival thai features around H'l) bands.
Larger, more popular acts perform on one oi
the two main slab's, which have been named
; ami leddv lien Siagcs
ihis year,
Munich Warped Initialh began as a eel
I'hrallon of punk and ska music il has since
expanded 10 include alternative rock, heavy
metal and even hip hon acts.
Such national bands as Saves the Day
Academy Is... and Rise Against draw huge,
younger crowds while punk legends like ine
lluz/cocks, I li'lmct ami Bouncing Souls kee| 1
the older fens coming back.
1 he BG News sai down wiih major main
stagers Motion City Soundtrack and the rising posl hardcore ,i< 1, Adair. 10 find out their
thoughts about lite on the tour, advice for
smauei hands and driving... a lot.
/ low did you guys lii til out you were playing
Warped Ibur ims year?
M( 5:1 think we knew the end of the sum
met last year. There was really no discussion,
il you're offered s main stage at Warped foui

So i(7/ me, what'* Iffe really like on ilw
Warped Tour?
MCS: A loi oi sweating Were |usi trying to
lii 11I u.i\s 10 not gel holed and have a good
time, A lot of hanging out, a lot of talking. A
lol ol going "(111 yea, I ihink I km
haw 10 it'll you loo, (he food is amazing. Il's
like going out loeal bin Its total home 100k
nig. Its like going oul loeal al drains house.
Adair A lot ol driving. From looking at the
ruining, overnight driving gels kinda crazy
11icv usually have a hailici ue even night so
we hang oui .1 little bh for that. But the crazj
parties don't really happen, aside from the
In.1 and lasi nights ol ilie loin Sel up day.
before the first snow, we were all at the venue,
selling up ami they had a kick oil party that
night, so that was a lot ol fun, But 1 really
ill 1111 ll 1111k dial happens loonlicn. I leel like
I should acclimate myscll to the tour first,
before 1 start to get reallj plastered. I usuaH)
wall like ,1 week then start drinking llaugh
ingi |usl kidding As Far as pranks go I would
love lo see some serious walcr lialloou lights
happen.
wlim about ilw ims- What happens mi

Whenyini'ir urn playing what oiha bands
do you luce tocliecKout on ilw tour?
MCS: I here's a lol ol hands on Ihis lour
thai I am excited to see play. Mortem, spilled
(amass, Buzzcocks, llelmel We're really
good friends With some ol them, and I'd like
10 he Friends with the rest of them.
Adair: I haven't been able to check out a

MCS: l feel like I'm on the Ims less al
Warped tour which is weird because I slim Hi I
wanl lo he on il mine I here's a lol ol lull
people to hang oul willi. I'lav some Quitffl
I Icio la Play Mai ion 2 ui leu game]
\tlaii: We have an l<\ and we (liiiii play as
much video games as perhaps uihei hands
du We watch a lot of movies, m make a lot ol
friendship bracelets, wlm h Huh dead vocals]
is modeling one riglii now.
Can Ihaivone?
\il.m Well. I Would have lO MV you again

lol ol olhei hands, we've kind ol lieen run

iliev weienieiiv amazing. We also saw Saves
ihe I lay 1 nope we gel a chance lo see them
again today. We caughl a lew minutes ol
lliideroaih and We are the Fury, thej were
hoih reallj sick. Since we were jusi on Taste
ol Chaos (similar 10 Warped, in ihe winter!
we gol lo know a lol ol Ihe hands .mil t lew

members thai are here, so there are a lol ol
ihe same crew people ami hands here. I line
are also some other hands that we've toured
with before that, so we have a iq| ol friends

on Warped.

he able iu give you an official friendship
Wlim is youi advice in Iannis wlm are new
in iheWarped Tout oi n ving toget on?
Mi S: I ihink n's almost loo late. It you're
alread) here you're doing ihe right tiling I
think one /il the lug things to remember is
Mm ic mil

/
WARHI.U IUUH.. ■■■

... ..... ...
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Zoo music
shows return

"Music Under the
Stars," has become a
tradtion at the Zoo
By Addie Cutlis
REPORTER

Northwest Ohio rrsidonls haw
Ixi-ii adding five Sunday night

concerts at (helbledoZix>(D (heir
summer schedules for 53 years.
"Music Under the Stars" has
become somewhat ofa tradition
in Toledo, offering free entertainment for families, seniors
and couples.

According to

WWW.BGNEWS COM

E W S

C D
MoZella

Family Force 5

"MoZella"

'Business tin I'nmt/Piirly
in the Back"

Rock Kills Kids

The Wreckers

cian himself, went lo leaching
and is now a conductor lor the

symphony she said he has
earned the nickname ol lolcdo's
Mr Music.
"Sam lias made this a really
neat even) thai people look forward to in Toledo." I lill said, "It's
music people know and like,
and Szor likes to get the audience Involved by having them
sing along."
\c cording to the lolcdo ZoOS
Web site, some of the themes arc
Disney. Hniadway, Independence,
I lollywood and Jazz.

"It's music

I lill estimates that

Andi Norman, people know 3,1X10 people show up
for the concerts each
director
of
week. She is basing that
Marketing and
and like,
on the last five yeare and
Public Relations,
and Szor
what ihemes seem lo IKthe zoo's hislikes to get mote popular.
toric 70-year-old
A new feature has
amphitheater the audience
been added to the origiprovides open
involved." nal patriotic theme for
air for up to 4.500
one of the nights. On Inly
people on nice
MERIBETH HILL,
Ili. IheNational Anlheni
summer evenings
DIRECTOR
Project will be coming lo
under the stars.
the zoo for various activ"The turnout
varies depending on the weath- ities throughout the day and then
er, but if the weather is nice, the partake in the music festivities
amphitheater is full, because that evening, Norman said.
The National Anthem lYujcci
it's a nice and safe venue for
people to enjoy a nice evening," is a traveling project lo raise
awareness about The StarNorman said.
The Toledo Concert band Spiingled Banner." Il has been
performs each week with the detected that many people in
featured musician. The con- the U.S. do nol know tin- words
cert band, consisting of about to our national anthem.
The Toledo Zoo also oilers
40 members, is a spin-off of
the original Toledo Symphony dinner al the Ik-astro Cafe for
Communications Director for people coining to listen lo (he
the symphony McriKcth I lill said live entertainment Dinner is
60 percent of the concert land provided by a wait stall from
is made up of members of the 5:30-7:30 p.m. Therc arc also
symphony, and the test is made refreshments such as hot dogs,
up of piolession.il musicians hamburgers and ice cream on
sale near the amphitheater.
around the area
Overall. "Music Under the
The band rehearses during
the summer every Sunday after- Stars' has a lineup of talented
noon prior to their evening per- headliners who perform with the
Ibledo Concert band for up to
formances.
Themusiceach Sunday night is two million audience members
arranged around a certain theme each summer.
In addition to the guests already
decided liy Musical Director and
Conductor Sam Szor. I le secured appearing, several mote maybe
this title since the first summer added througl loul the suminei.
lilitor's nour. Concerts are every
of Music Under the Stars" 53
Sunday in July aiul AttgiM starryears ago.
1 lill said Szor started as a musi- ingal 7:30p.m.

Mncrldi Recnda

4*fc

[Went) three year old MoZella
has been linked to having the
combined lyrical styles of Norah
[ones and Lauryn I lill.
The question remains asm
whether she will stand the test
of lime with a voice that sounds
like two other mania- anisisV
Not unless she comes up with a
voice of her own.
I jsleninglo the tracks on her
debut album, each song sounds
the same, falling into the same
old-song coma. Its hard lo focus
on the lyrics, let alone each
individual song. I let firsl song.
"Von Wanted If SOUIlded like the
beginning of a Macy Gray song,
sung accidentally by Norah
lones.
The rhythm was laid hack
and smooth, making il even

more difficult to appreciate as a
work ofa "lalentcd" new artist
there is veT) little development
through the album. It's a cioudv

combination of guitars, drums,
and synthesizers that never

change tempo, timbre, or riffs
A disappointing "new* album
MoZella needs lo lake net
favorite artists and genres into
consideration to create,i new.

unique identity. In a world of
modem artists attempting to
niakea name for their selves, n
is ever more Important to have
something new and unique.
- Stiiiuinlliii Closz

4%

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET-At Imwmi
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfum., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
825 THIRD STREET - Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

UiuTii kiln mils

A

.sounding like they fell straight \lic helle Blanch has resurfaced
from the Top 40 Charts of the and in teaming up vvidi lessica
1980s, Hock Kills kid is very IMS I larp, the duet has created a new
lalgic ill nature, laid hack Kins album, "Stand Still Ux>k Pretty,"
and grooving beats thai reminds under the gioup name The
us ni past endeavors from out Wreckers. Ibid by fans that they
childhood, "Are You Nervous?" sounded alike, they traded indie
actually does not make you ner- recordings early on in their music
vous like the tide states. Rock Kills careers, lroni then, the rest seems
kid would lx- a great addition lo like history and a great beginning.
anybody's il'od piaylisi. with their Getting along famously, having
similar musical lastcs. interests
ripped from the 80s Deals
and dreams, they signed with
I ach song is different bicharai
ter, either containing harmonies Maverick Records in 2004, am
from the '80s ot haunting lyrics ioiisly awaiting the arrival of their

family lorce'i, a two-year-old

indie band derives from Atlanta.
Georgia. Three biological brothers and tWO friends make up the
band. Considering their musk
"crunk rock," the) enjoy nuking
out with heavy guirai rifts and
rap, creating pretty heavj music.
Inspired by Rage Igainst the
Machine, the lieastie Hoy sand
White Stripes this band Is sure
to turn some heads and ears,

Playing oB their southern, deepfried chicken and grils culture,
they work hard to creating new
sounds, southern style.
Their music ranges from the
lighter side ol lyrics to mote ofa
hard-coie punk slyle. "Cadillac
Phunque," their first song tide is

guaranteed to get stuck in your debut country album.

head, like "Paralyzed" Ol "Don't
Want in Stay.'
I os Angeles indie altcma
live rock hand, Hock Kills kid

heavy and hard-core, compared
lo the mole laid back and Iv i ical
"X-tiirlfiiend ' Vciv electric in
nature, this music will definitely
pump yOU up.mil keep Mill

arrived on the music scene in
2001. Inspired by frustrated
musicians ol the late '70s and
'80s, Rock Kills Kid chooses U2,

going all day. "Drama Queen" is
a hilarious track. Making fun ol
those girls von haie. their Rage
Against the Machine influence
is evident in this song and definite!) deserves to be the anthem
for the "psychosomatic drama
queen," whom we all know in
one form or another.
Business up Front/Party in
the Back is a surprisingly good
album, lhankltillv, there are no
majiii references to the mullet

Smiths among their top favorite
groups and the source of their
inspiration.
Playing musical musicians
ini three years, the group finally
solidified to the members pres
ent lodav. Iliev were signed bj
Fearless Records in 2001, officiallv keeping their band name.
i his ensemble is verj talented and lull of promise. Look out
for this hand in later years with
new releases.

The Cure. |oy Division and I he

I he second after playing the
il), its impossible to decipher
lessica from Michelle. With
smooth, suliry voices, they introduce 'heir album With "Leave

the Pieces." Bach song after the
first seems to gel more mellow
and heartfelt Not leaving their
pop and rock roots. Michelle and
lessica find nays to move the
listener with each song. Infusing
each Hack with a triage of genres
.mil styles, I he Wreckers definite
|j have something good going on
and an- able to create a success

ful album.
I look forward to anything
else that comes out under their
names. Soil, romantic ballads,
twangy, aggressive attacks, and

meditative musical dreams lill
their present album.

■SamanthaOoa

"yiniiiiilliii 110S2
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Efficiencies

"Stand Still I.ook Pretty"

"Are You Nervous?"
Reprise Reconh

Pid tjou know...
Chickens can't swallow while
the.L) are upside-down???

615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620
One Year -Two Person Rate - $520

•

NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRES

t
I^r*

•

£$R Tire life (?tjf!JX Fuel economy pffiZ Tire pressure retention f$$£ Environment friendly I

TIRE SAVINGS^

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

s

BRAKES

\ MECHANICAL |

ij -$95!
'
Mill | ^j

2 5 OFF
ANY Mechanical Repair •

; On ANY4 tires ! g\f\i AIIW L
!/*%.*,» ISST : UIN AIMT •M

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

%WmWM

,&.ch

|L CHANGE

0
Grtcmi

IIIM—IKMI
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» with The Rotation';

i Brake Service i FREE Alignment Check" i»ciu«.« F«e .-..p^iion ,

■ Includes FREE AltjinMnl Ch«cfc|

M0Sl&i#3iuGHTmj(ms
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*
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TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

751 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $410
One Year -Two Person Rate - $460

M9 »outh Main ttr»«t Acre, from AIDI FoodU

INCLUDES

Chassis Lube

AND
FREE
Fluid -Top-off s'
■SI— Chan|M

Find more coupons and details about NltroMax. visit www.thetlreman.com

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

0UT

qa

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560
One Year -Two Person Rate - $470

equired Student Insurance

831 SEVENTH

2 Bedroom Apartments

Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $420

505 OflUGH-Behind Kioto's.
Two Furn. or Unfum., One bath & Vanity. "
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished,! 1/2 baths, Dishwasher
School Year • Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

• Contact your insurance company to review your coverage
• Go to www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance to review the BGSU
Ottered Student Insurance Plan and coverage
• Compare coverage and cost to your plan
• Must have your insurance card to complete waiver
• To waive or enroll go to "My BGSU" and click on "Student
Insurance Requirement" along the.left side bar

with S250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733, 755 Manvllle,

• Check the two boxes and click the "Waive or Enroll" button

825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

• If not waived by July 1, your bursar bill will reflect a $1,234
charge for the BGSU Offered Student Insurance Plan.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell i
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30-5:30 Saturday
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service.

I
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Couch potato
Superman: Box office bore
rant Best actor
JASON
WHITED
•

Couch Potato
Columnist

In 171 days our eyes and (lie world
will witness something so glorious
tluii all ol mankind will stop and howto take-a-bow. Ilie greatest actor of
our and any other generation will
release his king awaited next movie,
"Rocky Balboa" and will star mine
other ihan Mr. Sylvester Stallone.
This sixth installment of the
lx-st movie character of all time.
Rocky Balboa, is expected to be
one of the best of the "Rocky"
bunch and will look deeper into
the man they call Rocky.
Now many may not think this
movie is a big deal, but these people ;ire just not thinking abotd how
monumental this movie really is
going to be. Just take a look .n the
work of Sly and it is clear to see he is
the greatest actor of all-lime, lorget
Hanks, forget Pacino and forget
ftwly Shore. Sl\ is (he real deal.
Stallone tops the mountain
as not only the greatest actor of
all-time hut also as one of the
greatest Americans, lust look at
some of his characters thai lie lias
brought us over the years.
John I. Ranibo helped us remember the harsh war that was Vietnam

and made us all proud to be
American once again.
Then there was John Spartan, a
cop brought (xtt of a cryogenic treeze
!< > stop the mad man Simon Phoenix
(Wesley Snipes) in "Demolition
Man." Sty was so ahead of the game
in this classic that he even predicted
that the Terminator would become
the governor. I mean this man is
obviously amazing.
These character; arc just a few of
the greats that Sly has brought to our
eyes, and he has proven time and
time again to be the greatest actor
of all-time
But for those that don't feel they
can wait the 171 days without
a Stallone fix, then it might be
a good idea to tune into 1-SI'N
mi Inly IB to watch Sty's boxing

reality IV show, "Die Contender"
where one unknown boxer will
rise to fame.
And if you can't even wait tliat long
thenlogontowww.SylvesterStallone
com and purchase some of his minerals, vitamins or his new. delicious
glacial water. This Web site will
really show you how great of an
American, a man and especially an
actor Sly really is.
Well so long for now. "Movies for
ikiys Who like Movies" is about to
show Tango and Cash"
iiliiiir> Xf>w la stilHiiil \vur outt
Couch Potato Rant, contact Man
Maimingaltliemv5@tigieus.com

MOTION CITY INTERVIEW:
To Listen to the BGNews interview
with Motion City Soundtrack at their
Warped Tour show in Columbus
check out the Web site; BGNEWS.COM

WQMT

The Man of Steel has
a more weaknesses in
the latest sequel

By Charles A Hohman
MOVIE CRIIIC

After acl icivi i ig fa 11 IC f rom his
work on "The 1 Isual Suspects"
and "X-Men," director Bryan
Singer's
"Superman Returns" movvsal
a sluggish pace, bound to try the
attention span of all but them >sl
devoted Man of Steel fans.
Almost entirety actkm-lrec.
the first hour drags on, and the
elaborate final third is polluted
with superfluous scenes and more
false climaxes than die even most
ambitious of pomos.
When the inconsequential
ending finally does arrive, it
hammers home the fact that
while Superman's chest max be
invulnerable to bullet holes, his
movies are not invulnerable to
plot boles.
The visual effects are dazzling only when no humans,ne

involved. I n200ti. there should be where he can unleash his inseplenty of ways to make a flying
curity in being suddenly sadd led
man appear uncannily realistic.
with this demanding role.
Tile dawdling
His darling
progressions and
"The visual love interest Kate
mediocre visual
BoSWOrtfl is hardly
effects are
effects would be
believable as a bruneiie. let alone at
dazzling
less noticeable If
the characters were
Lois Lane. I guess
only
when
compelling in the
sus|H-ndingany
slightest degree.
no humans disbelief thai none

Brandon Routh
rode his soap-

nl these peoplehave Ihe slightest
inkling that Clark just might be

are involved.

opera resume into the major
I lollywood role that all the hot
1 lollywood actors rejected.
Routh embodies the timeless
hero with a competent but
bland finesse, devoid "I the
hubris and dynamism onewould expect in such a gargantuan figure. I le's Superman for
crying out loud, he ought to act
like it!
At times. Routh's displays are
so stiff that Christopher Reeve's
corpse could offer a more lifelike performance, fittingly.
Routh is more ,il ease,is ihe
humbling alter ego( lark Kent,

Superman is essential
However, the only time
Bosworth's lane shows the slight
est glimmer of energy or even
intellect is during her sparring
matches with tlie Man of Steel's

nemesis,
Otherwise, lane is just a vvt<e|iy
love interest so distant and burdened that it's quest ionabk- u I i.u
even Clark or Iter moronic husband, played bj lames Marsdea

see in her.
Luckily, Kevin Spacevnllcisa
merciful respite from these two
labored leads with bis scen-

ery-chomping Let Luthor. His
performance makes you yearn
for and relish his every scene he
makes it into. I he double I tscai
winner gleefully hams it upas
the psychotic siipmillain.
All inall.NpaccVs Ulthot is

one oi those frightening!) way
off the deep end spet tacfesthai
call mow attention to the actor's
sanity than the character's, But
at least jt'setigrossing. and in B

film lacking interesting personifications. it's a godsend. It's too
bad the usually slellai Parka
I'oscy's kitty is as cifu-n a harsh

shrevi as she is a superficial hall
to Luthors madness.
"Superman Returns* is the
product of a storied struggle
to resurrect a preeminent
American icon. The mission of
ihe movie seems to have been
moreaboui getting it made than
making it good
ll|X)nknowinglhehistc)iv and
themanj iiamesatsomepointoi
another affichedtt this daunt
ingvehicle.theless-lhan-su|x-r
revival is a regrettable letdown.
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Simplifying Life,
Maximizing Potential

TOWNHOUSES

1045 North Main it -76
419 353 5800
Management Int. www.mtccaba.cotn

/CfEfcCA

942 SEVENTH ST. UNITS A
(FRONT) * B (BACK)

64J {.COLLEGE:
3/bdrm 2 baths. 2 car garaoK
Now ranting for 1850,'mo for
up to 5 people

1795/mo for up to u. people
l7t5/mo for 3 or Ian
12 or 9 • month leases phis utilities

NEW 3 bdrmi. 2 baths
Now renting for 1835/mo
Can only have 3 people
12 or 9 ■ month Wales plus utilities

LAUNDRY OH SUE AT SEVENTH ST WHICH IS RIGHT IN FRONT
OF S. COU.EOI SO LAUNDRY CAN BE USED BY BOTHI

REDUCED RATES FOR BOTH PHASES
NOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL LEASES*
NOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF 9 MONTH LEASES*

Catfish Dinner
All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

oNh

Meal includes:
*
*
'
'
"

Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
2 Hushpuppies
Crumblies

Kim ..■••; (irrrn
Kl < I rong John Silver's

Howling (ireen I M)J| John Silvern ttnl) l
SooihrCi IIIMHXIIM* Vpplj No coup

the regular price of any

Variety Platt<
Choose from: 2 Fish. 4 Shrimp & I Chicken
OR 2 Fish & 8 Shrimp OR 2 Fish & 3 Chicken
OR 2 Fish, 4 Shrimp & Clams
^^
Bowling Green Long John Silvers only. Nol valid with uny oilier
discount. Sales lax extra. No reproductions accepted t'PS/AF
Kiplrel: 8/15/200*

SkJtM
^LtfEftV

8 Piece Family Meal
$

10

99

8 Pieces of Chicken or Fish,
2 Sides of your Choice,
& 12 Hushpuppies
^

Bowling Green Long John Silver*, only, Nol valid with any ..OUT
discount. Sales lax extra. No reproductions accepted. CPS/AE
: H'I!'2IHM>

tefoN
MlVMOV

lrVe really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we can improve
your college experience.
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Stay in shape at the
13 mile bike trail

The tunnel system
that lies beneath

Location: Slippery Elm
Hours: Open till dark

Highly unknown to the student population, this system
has been used since this University's beginnings as a way
to transfer heat through stream lines. The tunnels run
underneath the entire campus and is regulated by the
heat plant. But, since using the stream lines is much more
costly, only a few buildings are still using this system.
Older buildings on campus such as Mosley, Hanna Hall,
the airport and the Biology Greenhouse are a few that
still use this system today.

Slippery Kim Trail is the perfect place for in-line skaters,
bicyclists or runners, with a 13 mile stretch that runs parallel to Route 25 paved with asphalt that runs through some
of the best scenery around. This trail, which begins on Sand
Ridge Rd. by Wal-Mart, runs through Rudolph and ends in
North Baltimore. One of the perks of this trail is it runs right
by the Portage Quarry, for those who wish to cool off.

The Gish film theatre shows
classic movies all-year round
Location: Hanna Hall
Phone:419-372-GISH (4474)

The President's pad
Location: 700 S. Wintergarden

The Gish I beam- is named after Ohio natives. Dorothy and Lillian
Gish, and celebrates the history of film. Since it's beginning in 1976,
the theatre has shown some of the rare but yet classic films, some
which include the Gish sistersPop culture, linglish.history, film and
language departments all frequent the theatre. Some of the features
of the Gi&h are the film Director Series which runs every Tuesday in
February; the Sunday Matinee Series which views film classics runs
from March and April; and the International Film Series.

Where does your tuition dollars actually go. You pay teachers you pay maintenance and you bought this mansion a
few miles west of campus. This two story estate is set to the
right about 100 yards off of Wintergarden wit a winding brick
driveway that is rumored to be heated . The ornate entry way
is decorated by paintings, wall hangings and live flowers. As
you proceed further into the house you see the multi level
living room, a decked out kitchen adjoined to gorgeous dinning room.

Haunted University:
The theatre
Location: University Hall, Eva Marie Saint and loe E. Brown

Every college has their own ghost stories, and BG has their fair
share. As addressed in the "I launted Ohio" series, both these theaters are allegedly haunted bv the ghost of a former BG actress
named Alice. Although this ghost doesn't appear to be threatening, she still makes her presence known by allegedly moving
objects. According to the "Haunted Ohio" series, Alice must be
addressed before invited to every show, or else she can cause the
production to go wrong. Additionally, a seat must be left open for
her in the audience during the performance.

Quarry is a little taste
of vacation
Location T2701 S. Dixie Highway

Even though a loi of students know about this little piece of paradise,
some are still not aware that this place even exists This local haven
offers everything needed to fit your summer vacation in one day.
With a warm sandy beach, a camp site, volleyball courts and scuba
diving this is must-stop for |>eople looking to get some sun.
Additionally the Quarry offers several events throughout the summer including Sledgefest. Ix-gends of Diving and camping all through
the summer months. For a daily price of $4 or $10 for scuba diving,
this is the a frequent stop for college life.

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS.
first 20 people to sip receive a $600 Visa Sift Card!

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
• No Application Fee —

FREE Pool (, Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sini Volleyball

• No Administration Fee ---!
• No Short Term Lease Fee -|
• No Security Deposit

-i

{?**»«toAPrs

!'«u»itniTH

MODEL HOW OPEN
L

HDTV l

*CHit

The Enclave II
877-819-6802
Colleqeparkweb.com

706 Napoleon U.
Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
r
Sat: lOam-ipm
- Sun: IZpm-Apm

BGSPORTS

ALL-STAR WEEKEND: PHILLY RYAN HOWARD MAKES A SPLASH. PAGE 14

BRIEFING

'Hi BG NEWS

Clash in Cleveland
moves to evening

WEDNESDAY

Thisyearsseasonopeningfootball game on September 2, "The
Clash in Cleveland", between
BGSU and Wisconsin will now
kickoff at 7 p.m. The announcement came last Thursday from
BGSU Director of Athletics Greg
Christopher.
Christopher stated that the
time of the game being moved
back will allow for Cleveland
Browns Stadium to attract the
largest possible audience for the
game.
The game will now also be syndicated on ESPN Regional.

July 12,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports

FALCON FACES I I'OUSTII PART IN A FOUR PART8ERJES

All-Star
games lack
purpose,
team spirit
DJ.
JOHNSON
Columnist
When 1 was in the fifth
grade, I played basketball for the first
time. I had played (and excelled
at) every other team sport
imaginable, so since my younger brothers had already started
to master the game, I figured I
would give it a try.
As it turned out, basketball
would be my least successful athletic venture to date. I don't know
if the expectations were too high
for me to do well, but calling me
mediocre would have been an
exaggerated compliment My parents still blame the coach and wish
I would have had a better one of
my first outing, but so is fate.
One thing I did like, however,
was how our coach really tried to
play to our strengths and weaknesses. There was one guy on the
team who had a quarterback-like
arm, so our coach would haw the
kid huri the ball full court to take
advantage of the empty court after
the other team had scored.
We had this big player who was
almost unstoppable in the paint,
and we had another player who
would have given Speedy Gonzales
a run "for his money. With a few
other halfway-decent players scattered on our starting line-up, our
team gelled to become a force to
be reckoned with. It wasn't just
one player defying the odds, but
rather, five guys who understood
each other well enough to become
"one" on the court.
So has always been my fascination with team sports. I love seeing guys who genuinely trust and
know each other well enough to
make magic happen, whether it
be on the gridiron, the basketball
floor or the baseball diamond.
However, one phenomenon
(that has been around for almost
a century nowl has continually
challenged this form of "magic,"
and because of the eye-popping
fantasy that it creates, it's not going
away any time soon. This phenomenon goes by many names,
but it's probably most recognizable as an "all-star weekend."
For one weekend, whether
you call it a Midsummer Classic,
a Pro Bowl or an ego trip, the
most "elite" players from each
conference in a given sport association get together to show off
how many times they can hit
lobbed pitches for home runs,
how flamboyant they can make
a dunk, or how many yards they
can put up when given the right
teammates.
Make no mistake about it —
these games and events are done
for one reason, and that's to stroke
the egos of their participants.
On one hand, many sport diehards see these fiascos as the
ultimate fantasy. To see Kobe and
Nash, Brady and Alexander or Red
Sax and Yankees playing on the
same team seems like the result
of a genie's wish. A phenomenal
player not being slowed down by
seemingly slower players is a thrill,
and it's something that people can
only dream about lor the majority
of the year.
Amusingly, every facet that
made a given "all-star" who he
is goes right out the window. Allstar games aren't about having
two Ultimate teams" going at it
to see which division is better, but
rather, it's a showcase of athletic
demigods so narcissistic that even
Lance Armstrong's ego would pale
in comparison.
/HI-STARS, PAGE 14

Jordan Flower fsij IN-1*.

DIVING RIGHT IN: O'Connor is putting up some of her best times in the pool after only four months of training and being forced to deal with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

Brit O'Connor returns to the Falcon swim team after a bout with the Epstein-Barr virus
By John Turner
SPORIS CDirOR

Last year at this lime, Falcon
swimmer Brit O'Connor was
in the water training for an
upcoming meet for her club
swim team. Although the
training was nothing out of the
ordinary for this swimmer of
15 years, battling fatigue and
exhaustion was.
Shedidn'tknowitatthetime,
but O'Connor had F.pstein-Barr
virus — the same virus that
causes mono.
This made swimming
extremely difficult, but
O'Connor had no intentions of
quitting on herself, or on her
teammates.
"1 just wanted to keep swimming and thought it would
go away and I could push
through it," O'Connor said.

"I did it because I thought I
could do it."
Teammate and tri-captain Caroline Keating sawO'Connor's fortitude first hand
as she continued to swim
through tough day after tough
day.
"It's her determination, and
not ever wanting to say 'no' or
give up," Keating said. "There
were days when you could
tell she probably shouldn't be
swimming, but she just never
gave up."
While doctors insisted
through the summer she was
merely experiencing a virus, a
blood test last October proved
otherwise. Doctors finally concluded O'Connor had Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, and insisted she turn away from her days
as a swimmer. Although her

condition would not get worse,
they also said it was bound to
not get better any time soon.
O'Connor soon met with
coaches Keri Buff and Rich
Murphy, and decided to take
one year off of the BG swim
team and red shirt — a decision
that wasn't made easily. Still,
one year was more appealing
than an entire career.
"I've been swimming since I
was five-years-old, it was really
hard not to swim," O'Connor
said. "When the doctor said it
wouldn't get any worse, I knew
I could somehow [keep swimming] though."
Not being in the water was an
entirely new idea for O'Connor,
who had been backstroking her
way through pools across the
state for over three-quarters of
her life.

In high school, O'Connor
was a standout in the pool
and on the track, lettering in
cross country, track and swimming. She still holds the school
record for the 100m backstroke
at Fremont Ross, and capped
off her high school career with
a fourth place finish at state.
Those days seemed like ages
ago for O'Connor though, as
she now had to settle into her
role next to the pool instead
of in it.
Without any self pity or time
to sulk, she made the adjustment seamlessly. O'Connor
would spend the remainder of
the season on the pool deck
along side her teammates,
offering whatever advice or
encouragement she could.
Keating knew not being
able to swim was tough for

"There were days
when you could
tell she probably
shouldn't be
swimming, but she
just never gave up."
CAROLINE KEATING, SENIOR
O'Connor, but saw a whole new
teammate emerge in the process.
"You could tell she was frustrated by not being able to
swim, but she used it to make
everyone better, instead of
making everyone feel sorry for
her," Keating said.
Throughout the entire season, O'Connor's dedication
O'CONNOR, PAGE 14

Disc golf lands in BG Zidane loses cool,
World Cup title

Matt Entrup
IEP0KTEI

Flying discs filled the skies at
Carter Park this past Saturday
for the annual M-2 Freedom
Flight disc golf tournament.
Sanctioned
by
the
Professional
Disc
Golf
Association, it had the largest
turnout of any tournament
in the Toledo area ever with
93 professional and amateur
players entered.
The tournament even
attracted three players ranked
top ten in the world.
The field was split into six
divisions: Open (professional), Women, Amateur 1, 2 &3,
and an Amateur Masters division for players over forty.
Chris Sprague, a 31-yearold touring professional who
lives in Des Moines, Iowa,
took first place in the open
division by shooting a course
record 18 under par for his
second round. Making that
even more impressive is the
fact that three holes were
added to the 18 already in
place for the tournament.
"I had probably one of my
best putting rounds ever,"
Sprague said while signing a
disc for a fan. "Coming into
the tournament, 1 didn't have
strong expectations (for winningl because of the talent
level, but I always expect to be
in the hunt."
It was his first time playing

the course, but he said if he
lived in Bowling Green he'd
be out there all the time.
"It's a great short, recreational course," he said. "It's
a beautiful park with a good
practice course, a great place
to play."
Rounding out the top
three in the open division
were Matt Orum and Avery
Jenkins, both rank in the top
ten worldwide.
Jenkins, who grew up in
Medina, Ohio but now lives in
Eugene, Ore. where he attends
the University of Oregon, said
disc golf has been a family
affair for him.
His mother is a three-time
world champion, his father
has won multiple tour championships, and his sister is
currently the junior world
champion.
"When I was younger we
would take vacations based
on disc golf tournaments," he
said. "It took me a little while
to get into it, but then 1 started
to realize that 1 actually had
some talent at it."
What started out as a hobby
for Jenkins at age seven has
now turned into something
that he could actually make
a living at — to a certain
extent.
He estimates that with
winnings and sponsors combined he makes about $15-17
thousand per year.

Sprague said he had a
roommate make S30 thousand one year but that he is
usually around the $10 thousand mark.
The fact that they make any
kind of money at all is another
sign that disc golf is one of
the world's fastest growing
sports.
Sprague said ESPN has
even shown some interest as
of late, although plans for a
televised events have yet to be
fully worked out.
Jenkins said he has noticed
a difference in the number of
people playing in comparison
to years past.
"Just five years ago, if you
told somebody you played
disc golf you'd have to explain
what it is, but now most
people have played before or
at least heard of it or know
someone who plays."
Spague has noticed a
change in the type of players
as well.
"It's not just hippies anymore," he said. "It's less alternative and more mainstream.
I see entire families playing
now."
He said there have even
been a lot of professional
athletes picking up the sport
after they retire. He said he
has seen ex-tennis, baseball,
football and racquetball playDISC GOIF. PAGE 15

Monday quoting "several very
well informed sources from
the world of football" as sayBERIJN — Was it something he ing Materazzi called Zidane a
said?
"dirty terrorist." It demanded
With France and Italy tied in that FIFA, soccer's world govextra time of Sunday's World erning body, investigate and
Cup final, Zinedine Zidane take any appropriate action.
head-butted Marco Materazzi
FIFA, which reviews all red
in the chest and was ejected. cards at the World Cup. would
France went on to lose on pen- not comment on the specifics.
alty kicks.
"This is a disciplinary matter
The day after, still no one now. I can't give any statements
knew what the Italian defender now," FIFA spokesman Markus
might have said to
Sieglersaid.
the French star.
Materazzi, mean"The Italians did
while, was quoted as
everything
they
denying the terrorist
could do to provoke
comment.
Zidane,"
France
"it is absolutely
defender William
not true, 1 didn't
Gallas said.
call him a terrorist.
Seconds before,
I don't know anyMaterazzi
had
thing about that,"
grabbed a handful of
the Italian news
Zidane's jersey just
agency ANSA quoted
as a French attack on
Materazzi as saying
WILLIAM
GALLAS,
goal passed harmwhen he arrived with
FRANCE
lessly by. The two
his team at an Italian
exchanged words as
military airfield.
they walked back up the field,
"What happened is what all
well behind the play. Then, the world saw live on TV," the
without warning, Zidane spun Italian player said, referring to
around, lowered his head and the head-butting.
rammed Materazzi, knocking
Zidane's
agent,
Alain
him to the ground.
Migliaccio, was quoted by the
The Paris-based anti-rac- BBC as saying the France capBy Jerome Pugmire

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

"The
Italians did
everything
they could
do to
provoke
Zidane."

ism advocacy group SOSRacism issued a statement

ZIDANE, PAGE 15
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Stay in shape at the
13 mile bike trail

The tunnel system
that lies beneath

location: Slippery Elm
Hours: Open till dark

Highly unknown to the student population, this system
has been used since this University's beginnings as a way
to transfer heat through stream lures The tunnels run
underneath the entire campus and is regulated by the
heat plain Urn. since using the stream lines is much more
costly, only a few buildings are still using this system.
(llder buildings on campus such as Mosley, I laiura I lull.
the airport and the Biology Greenhouse are a few that
sriii use riris system today.

Slippery Elm Trail is the perfect place lor in-line skaters,
bicyclists oi runners, with .i I 3 mile stretch that runs parallel to Route 25 paved with asphalt that runs through some
of the best scenery around. ITiis trail, which begins on Sand
Ridge ltd. bj Wal-Mart, runs through Rudolph and ends in
North Baltimore, one i.l the perks ol this trail is it runs right
bj the Portage Quarry, fot those who wish to cool off.

The Gish film theatre shows
classic movies all-year round

The President's pad

Location: Hanna Hall
Phone: 419-3 72-GISH (4474)

Location: 700 S. Wintergarden

I he (,ish I heatre Is named alter Ohio natives. Dorothy and Lillian
Gish, and celebrates the history of film. Since it's beginning in 1976,
the theatre has shown some of the rare but ycl classic films, some
which include the (.ish sisieis.l'op culture, EngUsfUliStory, film and
language departments all frequent the theatre. Some of the features
of the dish are the film Director Series which runs every uiesdayin
February; the Sunday Matinee series which views film classics runs
Irom March and April; and the International Him Series.

Where does your tuition dollars actually go. You pa) teach
eis you pay maintenance and you hought this mansion a
few miles west of campus. This two storj estate is sei to the
right about 100 yards off of Wintergarden wit a winding brick
driveway thai is rumored to he heated . The ornate entry way
is decorated by paintings, wall hangings and live flowers. As
you proceed further Into the house you see the multi level
living room, a decked out kitchen adjoined to gorgeous dinning room.

Haunted University:
The theatre
Location: University Hall. Eva Marie Saint and loe E. Brown

Ever)'college has their own ghost stories, and IK, has their fair
share. As addressed III the "1 taunted Ohio" series, both these theaters are allegedly haunted by the ghost of a formei 111. actress
named Alice. Although this ghost doesn't appear to he threatening, she still makes her presence known In allegedly moving
Objects, According to the "Haunted Ohio'' series. Alice must he
addressed before Invited in ever) slum, or else she can cause the
production to go wrong. Additionally, a seal must he left open foi
ner in the audience during the performance.

Quarry is a little taste
of vacation
Location: 12701 S. Dixie Highway

liven though a lot of students know about this little piece ol paradise,
some are still nor aware thai this place even exisis. This local haven
offers everything needed to tit your summer vacation In one day.
with a warm sandy beach, a camp sire, volleyball courts and scuba
diving, this is must-Stop for people looking to gel some sun.
Additionally the Quarry offers several events throughout the summer including Sledgefesi. Legends ol I Ming and ramping all through
the summer months. For a daily price of $4 or SIO for scuba diving,
this is the a frequent Mop for college life,

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS.
First 20 people to sip receive a $600 Visa Gift Card!

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
• No Application Fee
i

FREE Pool (Jottub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FREE Hill!
I
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball

• No Administration Fee
• No Short Term Lease Fee - -i
No Security Deposit

f?»*ff#,nipt*

'"'lAt
HDTV

MODEL NOW OPEN

The Enclave II
877-819-6802
Collegeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon Rd.
Office Hours:
Hon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
r
Sat: lOam-ipm
► Sun: lZpm-Apm
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ALL-STAR WEEKEND: PHILLY RYAN HOWARD MAKES A SPLASH. PAGE 14

BRIEFING

IHE lb NEKS

Clash in Cleveland
moves to evening

WEDNESDAY

Thisyear'sscasonopeningfootball game on September 2, "The
Clash in Cleveland", between
BCiSU and Wisconsin will now
kickoff at 7 p.m. The announcement came last Thursday from
BGSU Director of Athletics Greg
Christopher.
Christopher stated that the
time of the game being moved
back will allow for Cleveland
Browns Stadium to attract the
largest possible audience for the
game.
The game will now also be syndicated on ESPN Regional.

July 12,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
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All-Star
games lack
purpose,
team spirit

i

DJ.
JOHNSON

Columnist

When I was in the fifth
grade. I played basketball for the first
time. I had played (and excelled
at) every other team sport
imaginable, so since my younger brothers had already started
to master the game. I figured I
would give it a try.
As it turned out, basketball
would be my least successful athletic venture to date. I don't know
if the expectations were loo high
for me to do well, but calling me
mediocre would have been an
exaggerated compliment. My parents still blame the coach and wish
1 would have had a better one of
my first outing but so is fate.
One thing I did like, however,
was how our coach really tried to
play to our strengths and weaknesses. There was one guy on the
team who had a quarterback-like
ami, so our coach would have the
kid hud the ball full court to take
advantage of the empty court after
ihe other team had scored.
We had this big player who was
almost unstoppable in the paint,
and we had another player who
would have given Speedy Gonzales
a run "for his money. With a few
other halfway-decent players scattered on our starting line-up, our
team gelled to become a force to
be reckoned with. It wasn't just
one player defying the odds but
rather, five guys who understood
each other well enough to become
"one" on the court.
So has always been my fascination with team s|x>rts. 1 love seeing guys who genuinely tnist and
know each other well enough to
make magic happen, whether it
be on the gridiron, the basketball
floor or the baseball diamond.
I lowever, one phenomenon
(that has been around for almost
a century now) has continually
challenged this form of "magic,"
and because of the eye-popping
fantasy dial it creates, it's not going
away any time soon. This phenomenon goes by many names,
but it's probably most recognizable as an "all-star weekend."
For one weekend, whether
you call it a Midsummer Classic,
a Pro Bowl or an ego trip, the
most "elite" players from each
conference in a given sport association get together to show off
how many times they can hit
lobbed piiches for home runs,
how flamboyant they can make
a dunk, or how many yards they
can put up when given the right
teammates.
Make no mistake about it —
these games and events are done
for one reason, and diat's to stroke
the egos of their participants.
On one hand, many sport diehards see these fiascos as the
ultimate fantasy. To see Kobe and
Nash, Brady and Alexander or Red
Sox and Yankees playing on the
same team seems like the result
of a genie's wish. A phenomenal
player not being slowed down by
seemingly slower players is a thrill,
and it's something that people can
only dream about for the majority
of the year.
Amusingly, every facet that
made a given "all-star" who he
is goes right out the window. Allstar games aren't about having
two "ultimate teams'' going at it
to see which division is better, but
rather, it's a showcase of athletic
demigods so narcissistic diat even
Lance Armstrong's ego would pale
in comparison.
ALL-STARS, PAGE 14
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DIVING RIGHT IN: O'Connor is putting up some of her best times in the pool after only four months of training and being forced to deal with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

Brit O'Connor returns to the Falcon swim team after a bout with the Epstein-Barr virus
By John Turner
SPORIS COIIOR

hist year at this time. Falcon
swimmer lirit O'Connor was
in the water training for an
upcoming meet for her club
swim team. Although the
training was nothing out ol the
ordinary for this swimmer of
IS years, battling fatigue and
exhaustion was.
She d id n't know it at t he I i me,

but O'Connor had Epstein-Barr
virus — the same virus that
causes mono.
This made swimming
extremely
difficult,
but
O'Connor had no intentions of
quitting on herself, or on her
teammates.
"I just wanted to keep swimming and thought it would
go away and I could push
through it.' O'Connor said.

"I did it because I thought I
could doit."
Teammate and tri-captain Caroline Keating saVN
O'Connor's fortitude first hand
as she continued to swim
through tough day after tough
day.
"It's her determination, and
not ever wanting to say 'no' or
give up," Keating said. "There
were days when you could
tell she probably shouldn't be
swimming, but she just never

gave up."

While doctors insisted
through the summer she was
merely experiencing a virus, .1
blood test last October proved
otherwise. Doctors finally concluded O'Connor had Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, and insist
ed she turn away from her day s
as a swimmer. Although ho

condition would not get worse,
they also said it was hound to
not get belter any time soon.
O'Connor soon met with
coaches Keri Buff and Rich

Murphy, and decided to take
one year off of the BG swim
team and red shirt — a decision
thai wasn't made easily. Still,
one year was more appealing
than an entire career.
"I've been swimming since I

was flve-years-oldi it was really
hard not to swim." O'Connor
said. When the doctor said it
wouldn't get any worse. 1 knew
I could somehow Ikeep swim

mingl though."
Not beingin the water was,HI
entirely new idea for t >'< tonnor,
who had been backstroking her
way through pools across tInstate for over three-quarters of
her life.

In high school, O'Connor
was a standout in Ihe pool
and on the track, lettering in
crosscountry, track and swim
ming. She slill holds the school
record for ihe itwim backstroke
at Fremont Ross, and capped
oil her high School career with
a fourth place finish at state.
Those days seemed like ages
ago for O'Connor though, as
she now had to settle into her
role next to the pool instead
of in it.
Without any self pity or time
to sulk, she made the adjustmenl seamlessly. O'Connor
would spend the remainder of
the season on the pool deck
along side her teammates,
offering whatever advice or
encouragement she could.
Keating knew not being
able to swim was lough for

"There were days
when you could
tell she probably
shouldn't be
swimming, hut she
just never gave up."
CAROLINE KEATING, SENIOR

O'Connor, but saw a whole new
teammate emerge In the process.
"You could tell she was frustrated by not being able to
swim, hul she used 11 to make
everyone better, instead ol
making everyone fi el sorrj foi
her." Keating said
Throughout the entire sea
son, O'Connor's dedication
O'CONNOR. PAGE 14

Disc golf lands in BG Zidane loses cool,
Matt Errtrup
REPOBUR

Flying discs filled ihe skies at
Carter Park this past Saturday
for the annual M-2 Freedom
Flight disc golf tournament.
Sanclioned
by
the
Professional
Disc Golf
Association, it had the largest

turnout of any tournament
in the Toledo area ever with
93 professional and amateur
players entered.
The tournament even
at t railed t h ree players ra n ked
top ten in the world.
The field was split into six
divisions: Open (professional). Women, Amateur 1, 2 &3.
and an Amateur Masters division for players over lorn.
Chris Sprague. a 31-yearold touring professional who
lives in Des Moines, Iowa.
look first place in the open
division by shooting a course
record 18 under par for his
second round. Making that
even more impressive is the
fact that three holes were
added to the 18 already in
place for the tournament.
"I had probably one of my
best putting rounds ever,"
Sprague said while signing a
disc for a fan. "Coming into
the tournament, I didn't have
strong expectations |for winning! because of the talent
level, but I always expect to be
in the hunt."
It was his first time playing

the course, but he said if he
lived in Bowling Green he'd
be out there all the time.
"It's a great short, recreational course," he said. "It's
a beautiful park with a good
practice course, a greal place
to play."
Hounding out Ihe lop
three in the open division
were Mall Orum and Aver)
lenkins, both rank in ihe lop
ten worldwide.
lenkins, who grew up in
Medina, Ohio hut now lives 111
Eugene, Ore. where he attends
ihe University of Oregon, said
disc golf has been a faniiK
affair for him.
His mother is a three-time
world champion, his father
has won multiple lour championships, and his sister is
currently the junior world
champion.
"When 1 was younger we
would take vacations based

on disc golf tournaments," he
said. "It look me a little while
to get into it, but then I started
to realize that 1 actually had
some talent at it."
What started out as a hobby
for lenkins at age seven has
now turned into something
thai he could actually make
a living at — to a certain
extent.
He estimates that with
winnings and sponsors combined he makes about $15-17
thousand per year.

Sprague said he had a
roommate make $30 thousand one year but that he is
usually around the Sit) thousand mark.
The fact that they make any
kind of money at all is another
sign lhat disc golf is one of
the world's fastest growing
sporls.
Sprague said ESPN has
even shown some interest as
of late, although plans for a
televised events have yet to be
fully worked out.
lenkins said he has noticed
a difference in the number of
people playing in comparison
to years past
"lusl five years ago, if you
told somebody you played
disc golf you'd have to explain
what it is. but now most
people have played before or
at least beard of it or know
someone who plays."
Spague has noticed a
change in the type of players

as well.
"It's not just hippies anymore," he said. "It's less alternative and more mainstream.
I see entire families playing
now."
He said there have even
been a lot of professional
athletes picking up the sport
after they retire. He said he
has seen ex-tennis, baseball,
football and raciiuetball playDISC GOLF, PAGE 15
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World Cup title

Monday quoting "several very
well Informed sources from
the world of football" as sa;
HI HI IN — Was it something he Ing Materazzi called Zidane a
said?
"dirty terrorise' li demanded
With France and Italy tied in that FIFA, siicieis world govextra time of Sunday's World erning body, investigate and
Cup final. Zinedine Zidane take any appropriate action.
head-bulled Marco Materazzi
I II \. which reviews all red
In the chest and was ejected. cards at the World Cup, would
France went on to lose on pen
not comment on thespeeffk s
ally kicks.
I his is a disciplinary mailer
ihe day after, slill no one now. I can't give am statements
knew what the Italian defender now," III \ spokesman Markus
might have said to
Sicgler said.
the French star.
Materazzi, mean"The
"The Italians did
while, was quoted as
everything
they Italians did denying the terrorist
could do to provoke
everything comment
Zidane,"
France
"It is absolutely
defender William
they could not true. I didn't
C-allas said.
call him a terrorist,
do to
Seconds before,
1 don't know anyMaterazzi
had
provoke
thing about ihat,"
grabbed a handful of
Italian news
Zidane." ihe
/idane's jersey just
agencj INSA quoted
as a French attack on
Materazzi as saying
WILLIAM GALLAS,
goal passed harmwhen he arrived with
FRANCE
led!) by. The two
his team at an Italian
exchanged words as
military airfield.
they walked hack up the field,
"What happened is what all
well behind (he play. Then, the world saw live on TV," the
without warning, Zidane spun Italian player said, referring to
around, lowered his head and the head-butting,
rammed Materazzi, knocking
/.idane's
agent.
Alain
him to the ground.
Migliaccio. was quoted by the
The Paris-based anti-rac- BBC as saying the Frame 1 apism advocacy group SOSZIDANE. PAGE 15
Racism issued a statement
By Jerome Pugmire
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Howard belts 23, wins Derby

All-Star games
are less than
impressive

By Alan Robinson

All-STARS. FROM PAGE 13

IHE ASSOCIATED PBtSS

PITTSBURGH — Down to his
last few swings in the Home
Run Derby and still not
assured of being in the final,
Ryan Howard remembered
the advice Phillies teammate
Hobby Abreu gave him
After all, what heller player
lo ask for guidance than Abreu.

In basketball, defense is all
bin foremen. Even players from
defense-based teams (i.e., the
IX'lroit Pistons! become apatlict
ic toward the "other" half of the
game, Thus, it should be of no
surprise to anyone that the last
time that one of the learns failed
to reach one hundred points Wat
in 1973; before that 1957.
The games are sloppily played
for the main reason thai athletes
I ia\ e WT)1 little incentive to do well.
At the 2006 Pro Bowl, there were
a total of is Interceptions mid 9
fumbles, which is exceptionally
high for two utlciiscs that consist
of the best players in the league
\nd while an argument can Ix1
made that these offenses arc playingagainst the best defenses in the
league the fact that each team has
scored .'H points on average since

whose 11 homers a year ago in
Detroit are by far the most In
derby history?
"Basically, he told me to pretend that no one else was out
ihere. that il was jusl Ramon
and myself," Howard said,
referring to balling practice
pitcher Ramon Henderson,
"lust get locked in that way.
lust take pitches and try not to

tire yourself out too early."
I toward, the 2005 ML rookie
of Ihc year, couldn't have followed Abreu's suggestions any
belter in beromingthe Phillies'
second Home Run Derby
winner in as many seasons.
Howard topped David Wright
of the Mels 5-4 in the final
round Monday night despite
having Hie outs icmain-

2000 overwhelming annihilates
that theory, proving that this game
is nut an "all-star" game, but a su
lisiii generating shootout.
All of these problems stem
from the fact of one-upmanship, learn chemistry is replaced
In uninhibited egoism. Activities
like home run derbies and tlinviKiint competitions reiterate that
spotting associations are more
Interested in marketable players
rather than the "team" concept
And the media and entertainment
hype thai surrounds these speclades can overshadow the event
themselves, making the alreadybad Inter-conference games even
more nauseating to watch.
in the wake of fe» night's MLB
all si.u game, I realize ihis isn't the
fault of the athletes, but rather, the
actual games themselves. I can't
expect a team lo come together
like my fifth grade team, gel and
do well as a unit in one weekend.
Maybe a week of charity by die
mulli-millionaire athletes would
be a good replacement, not as
exciting, but an awesome way to
give back I" Ihc fens. Having an
all-slat game is simply self-defeating, and it doesn't reflect the abilities and the game personalities of
am aihletes in any sport.
Chsrles Klupa AP Photo

Send comments u> D.I. tit
davldjBbgsiudu.

IT'S OUTTA HERE: Howard hit 13 homers that traveled over 440 feet at Pittsburgh's PNC Park.

ing when his decisive homer most among the NI. All-Stars.
In a major rule change this
deflected off a "Hit It Here"
year, homers from the first
sign in right field.
Right about then. Howard two rounds were combined to
was nearly as happy as the fan determine the finalists; previwho won 500 free round-trip ously, first-round totals didn't
air tickets because Howard hit carry into the second round.
the sign. Karlier. Howard found Thai allowed Wright lo gain
the Allegheny River on the fly the final despite homeringonly
behind PNC Park's right-field twice in trie second round.
"I liked it." Howard said of
stands, a feat accomplished
only once during regular-sea- the rule change. "Il allows you
lo have one good round and
son play.
Not only did Howard hit one bad round and not necesihem far— 13 of his 23 homers sarily be punished for that bad
traveled 440 feet or more — he round."
The Phillies probably don't
hit them with great accuracy.
"I'm glad to be here, I'm hav- need to worry aboul Howard
ing fun, I'm loving it." Howard going Into a home-run slump
after the derby, as Abreu did
said.
No doubt it helped having last year.
I toward is a natural power
Henderson pumping pitches
to him exactly where he want- hitter who didn't need lo siged, just as Henderson did for nificantly alter his swing for
the contest. Abreu is more of
Abreu a year ago.
a line-drive hitter,
"I really didn't
and some in basehave to.do a whole
ball feel he altered
lot," Howard said. "I'm glad to
his swing for the
"Il
was
really
be
here,
I'm
derby and has never
Ramon. He put
having fun, gotten his natural
it pretty much lo
swing back.
where I could try to I'm loving it.
Marlins owner
hit it to right-cenJeffrey l.oria, for
ter. Some of them, I
example, discourRYAN HOWARD,
jusl kind of got out
aged Cabrera from
PHILADELPHIA
in front of and was
competing, pointPHILLIES
able to hit"
ing to how Abreu's
After hilling eight
power has fallen
homers in the first
round, half as many as Wright, off. Abreu has 14 homers since
Howard came from behind thai contest, six last year and
late in the second round to eight this season.
By contrast, All-Star teamhit 10 homers and beat out AI.
home run leader David Ortiz in. ne Paul to Duca of the Mels
of Boston and Florida's Miguel encouraged Wright to enjoy
Cabrera and reach the final a big derby, pitching balling
practice to him Sunday and
round.
There, Wright had trouble Monday before also doing so
elevating the ball lo reach PNC during the contest
"I was a pitcher in high
Park's distant walls in lefl field
and left-center and finished school," to Duca said. "Now
with four homers. Wright had you see why I'm not."
Unlike last year, when the
si\ homers in the filial two
rounds following his 16-homer Pirates' lason Bay failed lo
first round, which has been homer in Comerica Park, each
surpassed In derby history of the eight competitors homonly by Abreu's 24 and Ortiz's ered. Troy Glaus of Toronto hit
one in the first round, but the
17 last year.
"Once you get past that other seven hit al least three.
Eliminated afier the first
first round, you want lo win,
so it's a little disappointing," round were termaine Dye
said Wright, whose 20 homers (7) Miguel Tejada 131, lance
at the break are only the fifth Berkman (3) and Glaus.

O'Connor rejoins team for 2006
O'CONNOR, FROM PAGE 13
was unwavering, as she stuck
with the team through meets,
practices and even I rain ing
trips.
One such irip was over
last Christmas break, where
the team traveled to Florida
for training. Despite being
unable to swim with the team.
O'Connor paid her way to the
trip so she could he with her
lea in males.
"She was there every day and
wouldn't let the fact she couldn't
be In the water effect anyone,"
Keating said. "She's just very

"The amazing thing about Brit ivas she
came back into [swimming! and got in
shape really quick. She's just a quality
person who enjoys hard work and just loves
swimming."

motivating."
While she continued to support her teammates, the team

continued to rally together In
support of her.

"I think the biggest thing thai
shows how much he meant
to the team was thai she was
elected captain without swimming all year," Buff said. "Her

KERI BUFF. SWIMMING COACH
teammates still though! so
much of her."

For O'Connor, she was simply
doing her job as a member of
the Falcon's swim team.
"Since no one ever doubted
me, I never doubted I would
swim again," O'Connor said.
And swim again she did.
This summer, O'Connor is
training as hard as ever and
posting some of her besl times
"The amazing thing about
Bril was she came back into it
and got in shape really quickly," Buff said. "She's right back
Where she left off after only four
months of training.

"She's just a great quality person who enjoys hard work and
just loves swim in ing."
Most of all, she's jusl grateful
10 be back in the water and with
her learn.
Next season, O'Connor will
help to lead a young Falcon
team to yet another top live
Mid-American
Conference
finish.
"I have a new appreciation
for swimming," O'Connor
said. "When you can't do
something you love for so
long, you have a new appreciation for jusl coming hack
and being able to do il."

loidM Flowtr BGNe«

ONE DAY AT A TIME: Although O'Connor is still battling Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, she's still able to train
and compete on the highest level.

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES

BUFF
APARTMENTS

321 SOUTH
MERCER ROAD

HOUSES

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

2 BEDROOMS

BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM

4 BEDROOMS

HISTORIC MILLIKIN HOTEL

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Half&l Full Bath

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Unfurnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer Hookup
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Air Conditioned
♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Furnished Unit

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms
♦ Air Conditioning
♦ Fireplace
♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
♦ 2 Car Garages
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Washer/Dryer in
Every House
♦ Limit 3 Unrelated People

c.»itinn J>

S590/mo.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

419-352-0717

Mf'MHB iif

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Tile Floors & Berber Carpet
Air Conditioning
Laundry on-site
Loft Style Apts. Available

MMIT STREET A
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Air Conditioning
Close to Campus
Laundry on-site

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Zidane voted World Cup MVP despite mishap
Five years ago with Juventus,
he head-butted an opponent
in a Champions I eague match
against Hamburger SV alter
being tackled from behind.
The reaction to Sunday's
outburst was mixed in Prance.
President lacques Chirac called
Zidane
.1 genius of world
football," and former Spoils
Minister Marie-George Buffet
said Zidane's aggressive act was
unforgivable for its effect on children watching the game.
"This morning, Zinedine,
what do we tell our children, and
all those1 for Whom you were the
living role model for all times?"
French sports daily L'Equipe
wrote.
Zidane, whoso parents emigrated to France from Algeria.
became,) proud symbol of a multicultural France and is adored
in Algeria
In the mountains where
Zidane's parents grew up.
Min.inneC'lielouah carried off a
life-size cardboard cutout ol the
player at "Cafe Zizou" afte> the

ZIDANE. FROM PAGE 13
lain (old him the Italian "said
something very serious to him,
but he wouldn't tell me what."
Whatever it was, it was
enough to infuriate Zidane
'Zizou is someone who react!
to things," said Aime lacquet,
Zidane'scoach at the 1998 World
Cup. "Unfortunately he could
not control himself. It's terrible
to see him leave this way."
Even wit h t he eject i< m. Zidane
still won the Golden Ball as the
World Cup's best player.
Zidane, who came out of
retirement to help Prance qualify for the World Cup and said
lie would quit soccer completely
after the tournament, wcit 2,012
points In the vote by journalists
covering the tournament. The
three-time player of the year
beat labio Cannavaro (1.977)
and Andrea Pirlo (7151, both
of Italy.
Zklane'sredcardwasanything
but unusual. He was sent off 14
times in his career at the club and
international level.
At the 1998 World Cup, he
stomped on a Saudi Arabian
opponent. Sitting out a twomatch ban, he came back to
score two goals against Brazil in
the final.

red card.
"We arc very disappointed,"
Chclouah said. "He should have
kept his cool."
But lashing out Is nothing new
to Zidane, who grew up playing
on concrete In an impoverished

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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out of the man," striker Thierry
I Inin, slid Sunday.
At Ulis year's Win Id Cup, where
Zidane sat out one match for
getting two yellow cards in the
first round, he sent a message to
his teammates. In a rare television interview, he Said "Uc die
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immigrant neighborhood of
Marseille, where foulsand insults
are met with instant retribution.
Perhaps he could never shake
off that you-or-mc mentality.
"You can take the man out ol
the tough neighborhood, but you
can't take the rough neighborhood
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1BC Television AP Photo
HEAD FIRST: Zidane, left, is captured in the ima, : aaove head-butting
the chest ot Italian Marco Materazzi.
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together."
They were ready to go as far as
they could for him, yet he punished diem.
"I le'll carry that weight for
a long time." France coach
Raymond Domenech said of
Zidane's latest red card.
Zidane nearly won the match
with a late header after giving
France an early lead with a pen
ally, taking two steps forward
to slowly chip the ball into the
ail while goalkeeper Qanluigi
Billion dived to his right.
it was his third goal ol the tournament and sixth in the last It)
major tournament matches, He
scored threeatthe2004 European
Championship.
Zidanes icaniniales had
all wauled to help him to one
last trophy, failing that, lliey
refused to kick him when he
was down.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PlajiSupei- SudotaiMiwin prizes at:

PRIZESUDOKUtw

Going mainstream
DISC GOLF. FROM PAGE 13
ers using disc golf to continue

their careers as athletes.
Tournament
organizer
Mike Michalak said this type
oi grow ih is exactly what the)
are hoping to promote With
the annual event by using all
of the entry fees to go directly towards prizes and cash
payouts.
■ 1 he whole idea Is we're trying to gei the spoil to grow,
he said. "We're even trying to
get disc goll Into grade schools

"I 01 all thai Zidane has done
lor the national team, you
have to say I hank you and
well done," said striker David
licvegiiet, the only player to
miss his penally kick in the

shootout.

and high schools."
He estimated the total payout In cash and prizes this
yeai wasaboul S1000.
Other lit st place finishers on
Saturda) were Melissa Fehei
[Women . Evan Stansburj
(Am 1. Isaiah Gonzalez (Am
2), Ziggy Biekoven \m li and
Boh Hauls i \m masters).
On Inly IS and 16, the Brent
I lambrick Memorial Open will
be played at Hoover Reservoii
in Columbus, I he event is one
of the biggest tournaments ol
the veil and should attract all

A

Jasper lumen APP.iV.

No Worries. No Hassle.

CARDED: Zidane received a red catd tor his head-butt in overtime ot Sunday's World Cup Final match, which
resulted in his removal from the game. France would drop the contest on penalty kicks.

Winthrop & Summit Terrace

Property A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Includej R-i 1

Not 'ncludea Rent

Heat

Included Rent

Not Included Rem

Not Included Renl

Hot Water

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Private Shuttle

...

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

App Fee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Flexible Lease

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month

1 Month

Security Deposit

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Am.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 12-3
419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winlhrop@gerdenich.com

2 flm
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

^Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fndge, microwave, 25' TV
Full cable VWHBO - $207momri
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

-v.v.v:H.;-(-y>i,ivi;-' jitudios •;.-

lit Condominiums for renl!
■anoh style condominiums
$6507momTi pi.
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher disposal
Jaciazi iub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

BGSU

Your On-Campus Health Care Provider"

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Health Center Building
> Care for Acute Illness/Injury

> Men's Clinic

> Billing ALL Insurance Plans

> Women's Health Clinic

> Nutrition Counseling

> All Prescriptions Filled

> Anonymous HIV Testing

> Wellness Connection

> Wellness Checkup

> Immunizations Routine & Travel

> Allergy Injections
> Alcohol Counseling
> TB Testing

• Transfers from other pharmacies
• Private physicians
• Urgent Care and Emergency Room
• Studeni Health Service

> Full Service PHARMACY
> Most Major Drug Cards
Accepted
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/health

> Low competitive prices
> Convenient Location

After Hours Self-Core
guide available online

Call for appointment 372-2271 • Pharmacy: 372-7443

PULSK
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Motion City gives the scoop
WARPED, FROM PAGE 9
il was. It's one of those things
that while you're doing it, it's so
intense, so much going on. then
you hit another long hot day
and that really sucks. But it is all
worth it in the end.
Adair: Play as many shows as
possible. There's a winner of a
Battle of the Hands competition at even show who get) ;i
spot on The Tour. Usually every
year there's something like that
going on so I suggest that bands
try to do things like that as
much as possible

What tsyourieastfavorite part
about Warped?
MCS: Our least favorite is the
port-a-potties, which I've avoided so far completely. If you look
around there's normally nice
places to go if you get in here
early enough you should be
good. Basically, it's like people
in high school using bathrooms.
The way people leave the bath-

rooms la pretty terrible.
What is you favorite Warped
Story so far?
MCS: This is only the second stop, but the other day they
set up a hunch of merchandise
boxes thai were empty. We
then set them on fire and made
our friend. Dirty, ride his bike
straight through it.
What's in yoWiPod?
MCS: \i> Morning lacket,
Band of llotses, Alkaline I tin.
I he Format and Ben Folds.
What's in llie band's near

Inline?

MCS: Commit this to Memory
(last album). Deluxe Fdition.
We always wanted to do a DVD
and they wanted to do some
sort of "re-release" thing with
extra songs and we wanted to
make sure that we gave people
that already bought the record
something that would make it
worth them buying it again. We
thought the DVD which covers
interview questions and other
behind the scenes things would

do just that. We are generally
happy with how it turned out,
I think it will be Fine. When
we did the live show, the person who recorded the audio
didn't record lustin's (lead
meals. MIS) voice. That was
really annoying but 1 think as a
whole we are excited about the
release of the DVD. Other than
the DVD. we will be touring a
lot then recording another CD,
hopefully by the beginning of
next year. We are also planning
a UK tour, maybe taking some
time off, hut I think that is probably just crazy talk. We haven't
had a whole week off in a year,
so I'm not sure what we would
do with time off.
Adair: Warped Tour. Touring,
touiing, touring, writing, writing, writing. Our record just

came mil In February but i am
sure that we will try and get
another one out soon. We got
some pretty sweet acoustic, finger-picking stuff going on right
now too. St. Louis Represent!

Pink Floyd co-founder
dead at die age of 60
By lil! lawless
tH£«SSOClHt0P«SS

LONDON (API Syd Barrett, the
troubled talent who co-founded
Pink Floyd but spent bis last

years in reclusive anonymity,
has died, a spokeswoman for
the band said Yesterday.-1 le
was 60,
The spokeswoman — who
declined to give her name
until (he band made an official
announcement — confirmed
media reports that he had died.
She said Barrett died several
days ago, but she did not disclose the cause of death. Barret)
had suffered from diabetes for
many years.
Barrett co-founded Pink Floyd
in 1965 with Roger Waters. Nick
Mason and Rick Wright, and
wrote many of the band's early
songs. The group's jazz-infused
rock and drug-lac cd. multime-

dia "happenings" made them
darlings of the London psychedelic scene ITie 1967 album "The
Piper at the dates of Dawn" was
a commercial and critical hit.
Barrett suffered from mental
Instability; exacerbated by his
use of l-SD. His behavior grew
increasingly erratic, and he left
the group in 1968 — five years
before the release ol Pink Floyd's
most popular album, Dark Side
of the Moon." lie was replaced
In DavidGilmour.

Barrett released two solo
albums—"The Madcap Laughs"
and "Barrett"— but soon withdrew bom the music business
altogether.
11c spent much of the rest of
his life living i|iiietly in his hometown ol Cambridge'. England,
and reverting to his real name,
Roger Barrett

I le was a familiar figure, often

The BG News
Classified Ads
Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/
Call 353.5800

372-6977
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Visit Online
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Lost/Found

/tfEfcCA

FOUND BLACK LAB
Red collar, very healthy & tnendly
Call 419 454-7281

seen cycling or walking to the
corner store, but rarely spoke
to the fans and journalists who
sought him out over the years.
Despite bi^ brief career,
Barrett's fragile, wistful songs
influenced many musicians,
from David Bowie — who covered the Barrett track "See
Emily Play" — to the other
members of Pink Floyd, who
recorded the album "Wish You
Were I lere" as a tribute to their
troubled bandmate.
It contained the song "Shine
On You Crazy
Diamond"
— "Remember when you were
young, you shone like the sun,"
I In- band also dwelt on themes
of mental illness on the albums
"Dark Side of the Moon" and
The Wall."
The band spokeswoman said
.i small, private funeral would
beheld.

Personals
The Greater Cleveland Art & Gallery Festival (GCAGF) is looking lor
Student Artists and Student Fine
Art Organizations to panicipale in
the SPARX Gallery Hop, September 16-17. 2006 Students may
share space GCAGF is 1 of 5
SPARX events that weekend.
GCAGF is inside the Gallerla at
Eneview. For more into check out
www.nonticoastpromo.coni or call
Northcoast Promotions at 216-5708201. Student application deadline
Aug 4. 2006.

Management Inc.
1082 Fairiieii Vi<1 & 2 bdrms/ 3 bilrm Twnlt

Uulr««l*t<fco<li«il»lll-ll.mlnSI iwsa

Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposa
Air Conditioner/

CINEMA 5

Apartments
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2bdrm townhouse/
with Arr new carpet/
close to downtown

.1 ..cinemark.com
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

611) N, Main
2 baths/ remodeled
close to uptown/campus

1

1 r ■i ■
■■

'

n

1 bedroom
and studio
apartments
still available
Reasonably
priced from
S349-S475

From Only $480!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
■
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

■ I ■ ■■■
"

1

.

Choose from
6,9 and 12
month leases

1 i
■

ACROSS

Jerome
Sibilant letters
Gainsay
Punta del _ ., Uruguay

, PISRNCLLO'S
203 N. Main ""*££!!
**-5166
$5.75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

1566 Clough St.
352-7691

419-353-7715 (sS

1

■

■

■

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS
www.plsanellos.com

• Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun.

Account

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
e»p necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965 6520 ext. 174.

1 or 2 rooms for rent. $250 month'
room plus util. No deposit. 126 S
College at 440 223-2226 Avail Aug

Doc's Restaurant, located 4 miles
west ol BG. looking for waitresses &
bartenders Family atmosphere &
great tipsl! 419-823-4081.

117 E. Reed. 3 bdrm., 2 baths, nice,
quiet neighborhood. Lg kitchen,
storage, otf street parking, w/d.
Available Aug $800. 419-467-1155.

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location w university shuttle
pickup. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site. ~
Highland Management
419 354-6036

HELP WANTED NOW AND
DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:3011:30am: 12:00 noon-230 pm. 230
pm-5:00pm: 5:30pm-8:30pm Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
of 15 hours per week. Work a minimum ot 15 hours per week or over
40 hours wtlh overtime. Pickup an
application at our office Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc.. 428 Clough
St. Bowling Green. OH 43402.

For Rent
" Houses. Apts 8 Rooms 1.2,3,5 S
6 bdrm units avail, low as $220 mo
35303259a-9p cartyrentalscom

1 bedroom apartment $350/mo
Available August 6th.
419-866-9281

BUILD YOUR

FUTURE!
I (T* Q (£ (£ (£ (£ r£
I *4) v|) ^ ^) 4) 4) 4)

Have your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.
We Help.
roue

SUCCESS

is

OUR BUSINISS

CALL 1-866-572-4964

2 bdrm $525. 327 1/2 E. Merry No
pets., 1 yr. lease 1 bdrm. $450. 251
S Prospect apt B. 419-654-5716.
2 bed. 2 bath dishwasher and disposal, central air/ heat, S parking.
Available immediately $420'mo Call
440-665-1958
3 bedroom house
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 br. home on Crim. Nice ngbrhd Lg.
liv.rm, kit., util rm w w'd hook-up
Cent. air. 3 min walk to campus Mid
Aug. $885. 352-7090.
418 S Summit Street
2 bedrooms Great Location
One comes w/ garage
washer & dryer/dishwasher
Highland Management
419-354-6036.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester S yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S 25" TV Call 419-352 1520.
www buckeveinnandstudiosxom

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled. Quiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management
419354-6036.
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown. Laundry on site.
with extra storage
Highland Management

419 354-6036.
inieist Club Apartment Homes located In Perrysburg Twp. with Immediate access to 795 and I-75.
Secluded luxury living at affordable cost. Free carport, AC, W/D
hook-ups and a beautiful view of
the golf course. 419-866-1004.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-1. M-F
Titjfns.ram

{f u tm/A?v\X <5*4
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AI.I. STADIUM SEATING
Party

■ HabU- for birthday
partir* or *niall Kr.,ii|i«
Call Tor Inrurmalluu

Ms
161 South Main Street
Howl i nt: Green

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
PIRATES OF THE CAHIBBFAN DEAD MAN'S
CHEST ire-11) 11:30 1230 1 452:403:40
5 005507008159001010
THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA|PS-11| 1:30 4:15
7:009:30
SUPERMAN RETURNSIPB-U) 12:30 1:00
3:45 4 15 7 00 7:3010:10
CLICK (PS-1SI
1:30 4 15 7 00 9 30
THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS: TOKYO
DRIFT (Po-131 12 302555207451010
NACHO UBRElPOl'2 50 3 105 20 7:4010:00
THE LAKE H0USE,PB| 12:40 3:005 15 7 30 9 50
CARSI0I
12:002 305:15 7 45 10 15
THE BREAK-UP IPO-U112:00 2 30 5:00 730
10:00
4 :t

r

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

tfcft±

-'

nunAY-sifNiwv AU sun, AIL SHOWS M.50
GARFIEID: A TAIl OF TWO KITTISS (POi
1 103 10 4:10 7-10910
X-MEH: THE IASI SIAND |ttV 13) 1 30 4 00

7O0 9?0

Phone 4l«-}3)-WDI

MISSION IMPOSSIILE HHPO-1111 00 4 00

Pu4l9-.15J-5I9I
I mini mnilycti Acnd onj

RV IN)
1 00 3 05 5 10 7 20 9 30
SUCK II (PO .3i
1 30 4 00 7 00 9 15
THE If NCHWAftMERS (PQ-tl)
1 20 3 20

PraiutiK and Pmiaimuig ChrvJ
at the Heart of Btmlinx (irten

MARTEN RENTALS
Avail Aug. 2 bdrm. unturn. 710 7th.
1 bdrm. unfurn. 210 S. Grove.
419-352-3445

House tor Rent - Clough St.
4-5 bdrms , 2 baths. $1500 per mo.
419-340-2500.

rtnttiaa
'"/ O

Howlingc,a-.iu c»n,. 4VMB-2527

Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student. $200 deposit, $250
rent. No other bills, (419) 354-6117.

G S L RENTALS
3 bdrm. remodeled. $700 & utilities
1 bdrm. $350 8 electric.
Available in August 354-9740.

MOMIAV-THI'WHIAV U.I.fiMTS All ■RVHVfUO

11 iO-Comtrnponry
Stnia
200 Noflh Suminil Sieve!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
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Trinity United
Methodist Church

t
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Resided
Muscat man
Pyle and Banks
"The _ of Errors"
Bizarre
French sculptor
Basilica area
Bleacher cheers
Ehsha Graves of
elevators
North of Paris
Winglike parts
Bit of humor
Hawaiian guitars,
briefly
Flit
Unit of force

VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STI IAIGHT YEARS

N
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DOWN
1 Vocalist Fitzgerald
2 Made stuff up
3 "_ of the Thousand Days
4 Tableland
5 TV surface
6 Prevailing force
7 Deposited
8 Present or potent starter?
9 MTV employee
10 Sustain
11 Mmeo and Maglie
12Coupd'_
38
13 Stiff bristle
39
21 Sag
44
22 Impact sound
45
25 Stiff
46
26 Cathode's counterpart 47
27 False gods
28 Facet
29 Agouti's kin
30 Warning sign
31 Accustom
32 Repairs socks
33 "_ of God"
35 Bathe
36 Headliner

Seine feeder
_ Momes, IA
Nights before
Fondle
Raw mineral
Director Howard
End of quote and the speaker |
Page or Lupone
Ye . Shoppe
Give the green light to
Old English county
Attack
"Show Boat" composer

ACROSS
1 Oater actor Jack
5 D-Day town
9 Clamping devices
14 Queue
15 Stuff
16 Related on mother's side
17 Kodak attachment
18 Keep in check
19 Brilliance
20 Start of quote
23 Primary color
24 _ excellence
25
d'etre
29 Styrene starter?
31 Actress Lupino
34 California desert town
35 Buddhist monk
36 Glitch
37 Part 2 of quote
40 Run without moving
41 Tennis champ Lendi
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.Ibdrm up to 5 people
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Management Inc.

The Daily Crossword Fix

1 & 2 bedroom apartments
near the watertower on Manville Ave
419352-5239

I lillsilale AptS.

Washer/ Dryers in 2/3 bdrm
Carports/ BCiSL' Bus Shuttle

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

7 00 9 30

5 20 7 30 9 30

.2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttlt stop across the strtwt
SSOO/month FullYtarLAMM
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
L
(419)352-1150

